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In}portant Notes on Publie~].tion Policy

Although it would, in some ways, be desh-ab[e to delay publication

of all the results from the ESlql survey of the attitudes o[ teachers and pupiis

until a comprehensive and }nteg~:a.ted picture could be presented, this would

delay the availability of useful material. We have therefore decided to release

reports on sections of the material as the analysis is eonipleted. The final

volume in the series will bring the Inaterial together and highli~hL the main

issues, offering such i]]terpretations of the results as seern to be justified.

Sin~ultan(.’c.,:mly with tho pubii,:,::.!;ion of this volume a general back-

ground’] vohm~e and one entitled "Teachers Views on Examinations" has been

published.

When reading the present vohtme the reader should cez’tainly have

at his side a copy of the General Background Volume. It outlines the purpose

of the survey, the way it came into being, aud the stages through which it developed.

It gives details of the way the samples were drawn af~d the topics covered in the

survey. In addition it gives a brief description of ti~e schools, the teachers and

the pupils surveyed. This material could well suggest important re-interpretation~

of the data presented in this report. There is also a discussion of statistical

significance which may be found helpful when examining, the tables.

For each volume there exists a "Special Appendix" containing addiLionz,

tables and oilier material. These Special Appendices may be obtained from the

ESRI. When these tables are referred to the number of the table is prefixed "SA"

in the text. When ordering any of the special appendices it is essential to state

the volume it is intended to accompany.

The entire questiommires used in the survey are available in the

special appendb: to volume I.
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General Introduction

The material discussed in this report was collected

from 1,246 teachers who formed a statistically representative

sample of the total population of post-primary teachers in the 26

counties. It was collected as part of a wider’ ESR! survey of the

attitudes of post-primary teachers and pupils in October-December

1970.

The background to, and design of, the enquiry, the

construction of the sample, and the characteristics of the schools,

the teachers, and the pupils who were surveyed, are discussed In

the general background paper. Only a few of these particulars need

be summarised here. One thing which must be explained is that, in

order to obtain large enough numbers of teachers in comprehensive

and Protestant Schools to allow reasonably sound conclusions con-

cerning the views of teachers in these schools to be drawn, extra

teachers were interviewed in such schools. However, so that the

views of such teachers would not carry undue’weight in the overall

picture, their responses were given less weight than others in the

final calculations. Thus the 53 teachers interviewed in comprehensive

schools were treated as if they were only 11, and the 73 teachers in

Protestant schools were weighted down to 44. The "weighted" figures

reported in the text are the figures obtained after this correction has

been applied.

It is also necessary to explain firstly that data was

collected from the teachers on two occasions, once by means of a

personal interview, and once by means of a self-completion ques-

tionnaire. Head teachers were not asked to complete the latter; 893

(weighted) teachers did so. Secondly, in order to mintmise the length

of the interviews, there were three different versions of the Interview.

The most important questions were included in all versions and were

therefore asked of all teachers. However somequestions were only

asked of a random sub-sample of 0ne-third of the total sample of

teachers. This will be indicated in the base figures on which percen-

tages are based.
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Introduction

It is a truism that the question of whether

the edncational programmes being offered to pupils and students are the

most appropriate to their needs has come to be asked widely throughout

the world today. Many policymakers, educationalists, teachers, parents,

pupils and students are asking "Are we doing the right thing with the time

and resources we have at our disposal? ". More specifically, in relation

to postprimary education, the question becomes "Are the courses of instruction

that were developed for the education of an elite sector of a previous generation

of youth appropriate to all pupils in an age of universal postprimary education?"

An ancilliary question concerning examinations is often added: "Are the

examinations, which were intended to ensure that teachers and pupils paid

attention to the goals of education which were most important in a previous

age, and for a sub-sector of the total population of young people, today

distracting teachers from the goals they should be pursuing with one sub-set of pupil

or another? Tt A corollorary of this last question would seem to be "Is the

educational system as a whole achieving the important educational goals which

lie outside the area assessed in traditional examinations?"

One result of this questioning has been that many

curriculum innovations directed toward new goals, or at least goals which have

been much neglected in the last quarter of a century and the attainment of which

is not evaluated in conventional examinations, have been developed. Several

of these aim to provide different sorts of course for different sorts of pupil.

Examples would be mixed ability teaching and pupil-centred education.

In spite of these curriculum developments and the

examinations, very little is known about
unease about/how widespread are the concerns we have discussed,~bout the ways

in which courses suited to the needs of different sorts of pupil should differ, or

about whether educational programmes, old or new, achieve their goals.
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The intention behind collecting the data reported in

this paper was to find out how widespread the concerns to which we have

alluded were among the teaching profession, to assess teachers’ subjective

feelings of satisfaction with the success with which they achieved the goals

they set themselves, and to collect some data which would be helpful in moving

some way toward providing an answer to the questions we have raised concerning

the variety of courses needed to cope with the cross section of pupils in the

educational system, and the ways in which relevant courses should be designed.

These questions are particularly important in Ireland.

Ireland has an overall GNP per capita of only one quarter that of the United

States and Sweden, one-third of that of Germany, France, Denmark and

Switzerland, and half that of the UnitedKingdom, Austria and Italy, It has

one-quarter of its total population in full time education. It has three people

in full time education for every four members of the work force, tt has more peopl,

in full time education per member of the work force than any other OECD country (a~

more old people per member of the work force as well). At the present time 5% of

"the total GNP, equivalent to 19% of the total Government budget, is spent, directly by

the Government, on education. This does not include fees paid by individuals, monk

contributed through the religious orders, or money spent on books and materials.

Under these circumstances Ireland cannot afford to have. a degree .of inefficiency in t

educational system which might be perfectly tolerable (although it apparently is not)

other countries. (In passing, we may also note that many of the structures and

methods used in education in Ireland were developed in mudh richer countries).

It would seem to be imperative to ask loudly and widely: ’~,¥hat are the goals

of education, and can we go about achieving these goals more effectively".

We cannot ask that more resources be devoted to education. We can only ask

whether we have our priorities right, and whether the money we are at present

spending on education could be better spent.
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The data that could be collected in any one

survey obviously could not provide a complete answer to the questions we have

raised. A complete answer would involve collecting information on such things

as the human-res(mrce characteristics pupils need to acquire to lead effective

lives in different sectors of modern society, and the human resource

characteristics needed to improve that society in order that people could lead

more satisfying lives. It would involve colIecting information on the levels

of attainment pupils actually reach in relation to the development of important

personal characteristics, including important dyfunctional characteristics

which they may have devet oped as an unintended and unwanted byproduct

of existing educational practices and procedures. It would involve developing a

much better understanding of how teachers could go about attaining the goals
t

they consider most important more effectively - the sorts of educational inputs

they could use to attain their goals more effectively. It would involve

generating much better information about the consequences of developing

different patterns of competency for the lives of the individuals concerned and

the society in which they live. It would entail information on the characteristics

needed to function effectively in changed social structures that can only be

introduced ff the ed~acational system has already developed new competencies,

attitudes, and expectancies on the part of those who have passed through it.

And this in turn involves the development of a much better understanding

of the sort of social structure we have at the moment and the sort of structure

we might have: of the consequences of different social structures when staffed

by different sorts of people.

We could not possibly collect all this information

in one study: we could not answer the questions we have posed. We could

only collect some relevant information.
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What we could do was to collect some data to

highlight the question ’W~rhat should schools be doing, and is enough being done

to achieve the most important objectives of education?" Basically we have

asked teachers what they thought echacation should be concerned with, what they

did in fact devote a great deal of effort to, and how satisfied they were with

the extent to which the educational system attained its objectives. It was

hoped that the first set of data would help teachers, and others concerned with

educatio~ to take a step back from their everyday task and ask "Ar__.e these

the objectives we should be pursuing, and, .if they are, are we going about

our task in the right way ?" By comparing the first with the second set of

data it was hoped that it would be possible to draw attention to any important

discrepancies which might exist between what teachers thought they should be doing

and what they were in fact doing. By analysing the aature of the characteristic~

teachers thought important bu~ inadequately attained it ~s hoped to discover

some leads which might be followed in generating better ways of attaining

these goals.

In addition to doing thes~ thing~ it was hotbed

that the data would make it possible to discover whether teachers who taught

, different subjects, in differen~ types of school, or who fell into different

categories - such as those who held headships Or who had been teaching for

longer rather than shorter periods of time - had different perceptions of what

schools should be doing. In particular it was hoped to analyse the data in

such a way as to discover whether there was arkv systematic patterning in the

ways in which teachers differed from one to another concerriing the things

to which they thought it important to pay attention.

~inally it was hoped that it won ld be possible

to draw attention to any important areas of disagreement between teachers and

pupils concerning the things they thought schools should be doing more-of.
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Plan of the Repo.rt

We have divided our report into two parts,

In Part 1 we will review mainly the overall results obtained from the teachers’

rutings of the importance of a l~umber of possible educational objective,q

the effort they themselves put into achieving them, and their level of satisfaction

with the educational systemts performance in relation to each of them. In

the course of doing this we will look only at one or two of the variables which

influence teachers’ responses to.these questions. ’ After we present each

set of results we will discuss some possible interpretations of the material,

When we have completed our review of these things, together with a review

of the definitions the teachers gave of What they understood by the terms ’Ynore"

and ’~less academic" pupils, and the teachers’ feelings about the subjects

available in the schools, we will summarise th~s material and present a

more extended discussion including some more possible implications of

the results.

In Part 2 we wili present the results of our

attempt to study the differences bet~veen different types of teacher, and the

¯ "ethos" of different types of school.
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Part i: The Overall Results

The Data Collected

I
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In the course of ~heir interviews the i, 246 teachers

who took part in the survey were asked to indicate (a) how im-

portant they felt each of a list of 39 educational objectives to be

(b) how much effort they put into achieving each objective and (c)

how successful they felt education as a whole was in achieving

each objective.

The procedure through which the list of objectives

was compiled has been discussed in the paper in which we described

the origin, purpose and development of the survey. For each

I

I

I

objective teachers were asked to h-~dicate whether they felt it was

"Very important that education should do T.his, i’vloderately i:l~nportant,

Of son~e importance, Of little oz" no in)~portance, or importm]t that

education should iqOT do this". They were then asked to h]dicate

which of the following" statements was true; ~’I try very hard to do

I

I

I

this in my own lessons, i try moderately hard to do this, I do a bit

to try" to achieve this, i don’t try to do this .myself.. i try NOT to do

this". Finally they were asked to indicate whether they thought that

"Education is very successful in achieving this objective, Education

is n~oderateiy successful in achieving this objective, Education is

somewhat successful in achieving this objective, ]Education is not at

all successful in achie~/ng this objective, or Education is successful

in not letting this happen",

I

I

I

By a rar~domisation procedure half the teachers

were asked to give their views for the "more academic" pupils and

half for the "less academic". It is important to note that tea~ers

did not themselves choose whether to rate the more or the less academic,

with the result that it is not possible to attribute any differences which
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may arise in what is considered to be an appropriate educational prog~ramme

for these two groups of~ to differences between teachers who might be

more concerned with one group rather ~:.han the other. Any differences which

arise are due to differences in perception of the needs oi" the two groups of

pupils by eq~aivalent groups of teachers.

L Rated Importance of Educational Obiectives

C}mrt 1 gives the objectives arranged in order of

importance for "More Academie:’,pupi!s. Those readers who care to

in~cpect Table A 1 wi!l find that there was little difference in the perceived

importance of these objectives for more and for less academic pupils.

For this reason the lat±er order has not been presented in the body of the text.

I

I

I

Head teachers (t2.ble At) attached more importance

than other teachers to nearly" at! the objectives and, in particular, to helping

pupils understand the implications and responsibilities of nmrriage, making

sure that pupils were aware of the prolonged struggle for Irish freedom

and determined to uphold the ideals which inspired it, and providing a

thorough religious education.
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CHART I

Percent of teache~ ~aying each objective vexy important for mo~e academic pupils.

Help them to develop the/z characters and personalities, t’ !
L.___

Ene0u. rage pupils to be independent and to be able to stared ] 2
oll hn~i~ own le.~t,

Make sure that they are able to read and ~dy on their own. L
Encourage them to have a sense of duty towards the commmflty,

Ensure that all t~. ptIs ,san speak well and put what they want
to say into woras easily.

Encourage them to have opinions of their own. 6

Help them to develop a ec~a~iderate attitude towards other q
people.

Help them to think out what they really want to achieve in life, 8

Ensate that all .~tudent~ can express themselves clearly tn O
writing. ,.

Teach them about what is righ~ and wrong, i0

Give them expertenc~ of taking tesp~l~tbLlity. Ii
Make ~tt~e that they get edm so inmg, usefL and enjoyable

tkat they will continue as adult. * 12

Help them ~o get on wlth other people. 13

Tell them about different sor~s of jobs and careers so that 1.4
they can decide what they want to do.

Make ~re ~hey get a thorough relt~c~a.~ education, 15
t~su~ ~dtat they know how to ap21~" the facts and technlques

16
e/have learned to new pro~m~,

Make ~t~e that they really enjoy ~e lesson                     lq

.Make sure they are confident and at ease ~ dealing wkh people 13

Hel~ them to take an interest in and to understand what is 19
golfig on In the world now
Make ~re they jgo ~t in fl~e world determined ~o m’~’.e ireland ~ 20
a better ~la~ m which to live.                          ~ .~

Ensure that they leave school confident, willLng and ab!e to tak~ ~.
the in~dative’m introduOing change~"                    i...z~

Give them information about the c-,.nu-ses of Further and Higher    22.

9’2

3 92

1 .4 . ~.~.~. . ......... ~ ..............
90_ T

q6

q6

qSi

71 ]

68

23 68

~ 68

’~= 67

28 58

~: 29 . .53 t

i: _o " ’°I
31 482

39

Educatioa that are open to the.r.
Help them to do as well as po~ible in ext..real ex~minaflons
~Ik~ the Intermediate, Group or leaving Certificates

Ensure that they ate aware of aspects of yot~ subject which they
.. do not have to .uatow for the examinations,
~.~rte that theyean formulate hypotheses, seek evidence and
"reasm log’icaIly.

Enable them to develop an inter~s~ in mb~e~s other than tho~
studied for examinanens.

Advis~ paxents to give sex education to their children.

Enmre that ~ey leave ~chool intent ou being masters of t~e~
de~uMes.

HeI9 them to under=and the implications and responsibilities
of marrlage.

Teach them thin~ ~i~r..will be of ~reet um to them when they
~a,rt WorRifftti~l~ ]o~s or eareer~

Rnn clubs and societies (e. g. spotr.s, hobbles, social and youth
clubs) for pupils out of ichobt hoar*~

Enmte tha~ all pupils feet at home wi’th fi~es and numbers,

Irish ~cedorn ~.

Tea.ch them about ;~ wide range "?f culwt~ and phflosoohie,- so
treat their own can t)e mea~to be one ot many,

Ptovid~ the pupih with sex education in the school

Teach them about bringing up c~fldren, home repairs, d~cora-
~,~_ng and so c~

Introduce them to new mbjeets e. ~ pMlosophy, sociology,
archaeology etc.

Teach them to be s~.~ptleM, that is to take llttle on trust.

Kuomttage them to have a gbod time.,

! . ..    j

* These two items have been abbreviated ~om the items on the quesdo~r~Mze which read :

"Make sate that they get an education that is so interesting, umful and enjoyable that they will be keen to continue
~elr formal education in adult life".

"Enmre that they.axe aware of ti~e prolonged straggle for Irish freedom and are determined to uphold the ideals which
,, inspired it.
"Wei~h/ed base (= i00~) All ~achea~ rating objeetive~ for "mote academic" pRpila: 61~
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It will be seen from Chart 1 that about three quarters of the objec-

tives we included in our list were thought "very important" by more than half

of the teachers.

The objectives most o~en considered "very iraportant" were help-

ing the pupils develop their characters and personalities, helping them to develop

independence, the ability to read and study on their own, to have a sense of duty

towards their communities, to develop the ability to e=~press themselves, orally

and in writing, and helping them to "think out what they really want to achieve in

life. The things least likely to be considered "very- important" included having

a good time, becoming sceptical, introducing them to new subjects, teaching them

practical things like about bringing up children, home repairs, decorating etc,

providing sex education, and running clubs and societies.

Some of the objectives which fell in the middle were providing them

with careers information, providing a thorough religious education, and helping

them to do as well as possible m examination.

Discussion

On "Attitudes"

At this point a general note on the interpretation of attitude surveys

may be introduced. Readers may well ask how we can be sure that the answers

we report reflect what people "really" think.
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A complete an:3wer to this complex question would

OCCUpy a great deal oC space, However two points mmy be

made: first, as we have indicated, a sine (lua no_~n of a

useful attitude surv~.y is a programme of exploratory and

pi.lot work which ensures that tI-e topics cove~’ed in the

survey are ~m|)or~:a~t to the pop-.~lation to be surveyed and

that the questions are understood by them, Asking stupid

questions about irrelevant topics is the surest ~ay to

get useless i,~foPmation. In ~his particular case we are

able to report ~haz, wh.nteve~ the ~eaction zo the main

~.u~,vey, r~anv O~ the teachor~ and pupils intervie{~’ed in

the explor’atoPy phases of the enquiry ~pontaneou~l~,

brought up the issues discuesed in the main survey and were

very concerned abou~ them. And our interviewers’~report~

on tGachers’ reactions to the main survey coufiPm the

impPession that the ~u~vey was in fact taken seriously.

i
Another point which may be made is this. In

su~veys~ and~ indeed, in all conveP~tion~ what people ’

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

say is determined not only by the questicn.’-~ ~hey a~e Bsked,

hut also by the use to which they think those who are

eventuall~" going to receive the information will put it.

That is to say they, quite natural’ly, use ~he comversation

or interview as a means of moving themselves toward their

own goals. It .is misleading to say that people say what

their audience wants to hea.~. It is more accurate to saythat,

if they do do this, they do so in the hope of moving

themselves nearer" to thei~ own goals. These goals may

include having the interviewer display approval of what

Ehe~ ~ay. Bur, mope basically, in surveys of this so/we,

the goals they m~y wish to achieve include such things

as hsvinH ~ho public think highly o.P grasps of which

they are a member and getting "£he Department" to make

desi.~’ed moves.
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This being the case one cannot argue that any

opi.n~,ons expressed are ~untP,~e’, They m-~e t~/e~, in that

context, FuPtherulore eve, n if it is tr-ue that the answers

include ;~.n unidentJ.~-ied elemet~t of social desirability,

one cannot dismiss them as ’*only its:ins to give a ~ood

impression". If a group Of inCor’mants feels congt.~ained

to give "socially desi~-abie" answel-s concerning what they

think they ~hou]d be doJ.ng it ~.s probable that, in similar

clreums’tances (e.g. under close public scrutiny) they would also ~ --"

tl’y to bebnve in these socially desi,-ab.l.e ways. .Tf,

in the day-to-day world, their behaviottr does not tally

with what they feel ~.he~,~ ought to do, then i~ is most

impo:~tant tha.t the resoarche~2 report the constraints

which eithe~ prevent people from doing ~hat the}, would like

to do ( such ms the expectations of other teachers, or their pupils,

or merely now -knowing how to do w~tever it is that the}" would like to do ) or

cause them to say they would ii~e to do things which

they de not want to do (such as a insecure subordi~ateposition

in which their future is entirely dependent on’ sayins the

l’igbt thing to please the m~ster). In o~her wo~ds the

researcher’s task is to cover the subject he ~.s researching

adeqtlately, As we have said, building up the basic

underst~ndlng necessary to do th,4. s,before he ever puts

pen to paper, is the most dif:f~.cult, lea~t recosnized,

and least t’ewerded task the researcher" has to face. And

lle can never be sure that lle has done so adequately,

that there is not some ove~iooked aspect that could completely

alte.P h-;.s intet’pPetstion of his data,

To sum up : We have done out" best to make sure
~k

that the questions t~e have asked are l-elevant and important

to our info~mants~ that the answers they Wore able to ~ve

provide ,~n ade~uste impression of :~hat they wantedtossy,.

It was not our im[~ress~on that tbachers wei’e so dependent
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on creating a desirable public image that we ought to quantify that dependence

and take it into account when interpreting the results, If the informants’

answers have been un~1~- influenced by situational factors of which we are unaware

and are, as a result, misleading, one cannot conclude either that the informants

were lying or that the information is useless; one can only say that we have

failed to collect some additional highly rele~,,ant infornmtion, and that, ff this

information were added, the interpretation would be different, We hope it

would not be too different.

Implications of Rated Importance of Educational Ob}ectives

There are several ~ys in which the data presented in

Chart 1 might be discussed and there are a number of different implications

which might be dra~n, At one level one could ask, as we have asked, whether

these are the things that schools should be doing, and, if so, whether schools

are netting about achieving these goais in ~he best way. At another level

one might examine each of the goats or oblectives and ask what exactly it means

and what sol~ of educational Lnpul would be most appr*zrprtate from the point of

view of achieving it. At anofner level one may ask whether any of the objectives

share common characteristics ~rnicb., ff highlighted, might serve to direct attention

to better ways of achieving these goals,

We wiil do each of these things in the course of the ne~c

few pages, But first let us dwell for a moment on the possible implications

of the fact ttmt, so far as this data is concerned, t.eachers did not seem to think
a

that the tess academic pupils required/aifferent form of educatior~l programme

from the more academic.

> _,/
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At first brush it i.s bard indeed to see why less

academic pupils should require an educationa~ programme directed toward

different goals from the more academic : surety they, too, shoutd develop their

characters and persoual~ties~ become independent, be abte to read and study on

their own, and develop ~. sense of duty toward their communities.

0t~ the other hand the fact that, as we have

already seen, teachers feel that the same e.xamination is appr,~priate to both

groups makes one suspect that, rather than thinking that the same goals are

appropriate to both gToups, the real conclusion might be that teachers do not

really believe that they are dealing with more than one ~-pe of pupil,

In this contex:t it is significant that,as we shall

see later, pupils from different backgrounds, studying in different types of

I

I

I

school, and, in particular, pupils bound for different destinations in soeie~y did.d want

rather different ~,pes of education. Under the circumstances ~t is surprising that

teachers do not seem to be a~re of this variation in felt need. However,

perhaps the truth of the matter to that our instr~ameats were too blunt: perhaps

teachers died thfl~k that different groups of pupils required different types of course,

but that there were too many possible varieties to be caught in our crude net

which distingtlished one" between ~’academic:’ and ~less academic’~ pupils. Or,

perhaps, while not requiring an educational programme directed ronsard different

they still felt that different pupils still needed to be treated differently

in order to get there. However, ff either of these h~otheses is true, teachers

should be more satisfied with wlmt they were doing for one group rather than the

other. As we shall see, this was not the case either.

tt is quite clear that we cannot be sure exactly

what the interpretation of this result may be; certainly_ different sort~ of pupils

wanted different sorts of educational programme-, certainly, as we shall see

later, teachers thought that more and less academic, pupils should study different

school subjects; and certainly it is reasonabie -to say that the techniques we have

used may have failed to pick up differences which did in fact ex~ist - although
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we originally expeeted that the technique would pick up any differences which

existed. All we can do, therefore, is focus attention on this issue and ask

"Should the educational programmes offered to the less academic pupil s

really be the same as those offered to the more academic pupils?"

/%re these the objectives schools should be uursuing?

Leaving the question of whether the courses

offered to the mere and tess academic pupils should be the same on one side;

our next question is "Are the objectives which head our list of importance really

the objectives schools should be pursuing?" Again we cannot answer the

question from the data currentiy available. One would like to know what other

alterrmtive characteristics teachers might help their pupils to develop; what

the consequences of developh~g different characteristics would be - both for

the individual concerned and for the society in which he 1 ires - and one would like

to know what characteristics are required to fotlow different w~ays of life

effectively - a~ home as weli as at work~

the absence of this i~orrrmtion all ~ can do is

ask the reader what he thinks. Does he a~-ee with the teachers’ priorities ?

Wlmt else should be added to the list?

ff these are the objectives schools should be oursuin~are schoois going__
about it m the rigi!)~ way?

H~ving answered that question one way or another

the re~der may. now wish to move onto the next question we raised in the

introduction. This was whether schools.’ are pursuing their most important

objectives in the bes~ way,

Answering this question ’_,nvoives trying to answer

another question namely ~What is the most effective way of tr~ng t~attatn these

objectives ? ". Once more,although this takes us into a discussion which cammt

be fully answered from the survey data, we may look at the data we

do have from a number of perspectives: and ask whether there are any common

threads running through the m~terial which could be used to highlight the means
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to be used, or not to be used, to attain the goals. Indeed if teachers de-

emphasise the importance -of some of the objectives it may hnply that the

best methods for achieving some of the more impo_rtant objectives are not

.being used.

ideally, although answeriz~g the question1 of whether the best

methods are being used to achieve the objectives would involve examining

each objective and asking what e.~mct!y it me~_u~ sad how it should be achieved,

there may be some way of reducing the amount of work involved in doing this

by looking for patterns in the data.

One vtay of structuring the data might be to proceed, as in the pre-

vious enquiries, (Morton Will.lares et. al. 1968, !971}, and to classify the

objectives as *’Social", "Moral", etc. Although this i.s a possibility there is

little empirical justification for such a classification: As we shall see later the

objectives do not fall into these categories when :he studies the pattern of

interrelationships be~veen the ratings of the ~mportance of the objectives by

either teachers or pupils, This, in itself, does not mean that a c[assification

in terms of "sociaV’, :’rnoraP’ etc. is vatueless, for such a pattern might well

emerge from a study of the pupil’s attainments in relation to each objective (as

distinct from the in]portraits teachers or pupils at.inch to attaining each objective).

That is to say: although teachers and pupils o~inions do nc~ strue~Oare themselves

into a ~tttern which is summarizable in these terms, pupils abilities might.

However; what the answer to that question may be (and it oamuot be

answered from this data), when such a classification wa__.~s adopted in the previous

studies it did not in fact serve either to highlight the teaching methods to be used. to

attain the goals or to abstract the corn_mort characteristics of important or less impe~

_~o, the objectives which fell into each category were dispersed through.tant objectives " ~"

out the list. Furthermore, as far as promoting discussion of the means to be used t

attain the objectives is concerned, it is quite possible that this procedure might even

have been dyfunetiona[ rather than helpful: by leading teachers to assume that
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they knew how to achieve moral-development goals effectively, how to develop

social characteristics effectively, ere,, the effect of the classification might

have been to avoid directing their attention to this important problem.

Finalty, as far as our present purposes are

concerned it would seem that the most usef~at classification would be just the

one we are trying to develop - rmmely a classification in tetras of the methods

to he used to attain the goals - and no factor analysis of the compo~ents of

the methods to be used has, to the best of our kmew!edge, yet being carried

OUt,

L~t us, therefore, look briefly at the ~mture

of some of the objectives which come a~ the top of the rm~k order. It would

seem from Chal~ I ~hat teachers attach a great deal of importance *.o the

development of qualities c.f character and to developing the pa~erns of thinking,

feel hug~ and behaving summed up by such terms as "independence", "initiative",

"a sense of d~ty toward the community", ’~he abiiity and desire to read and

study on one’s ov~a’’, "an enthusiasm to learn’", ’-~o enjoy communicating well",

"cpnsiderateness", and "developing a philosophy of tffe’% None of these things

imply mere knowledgeabiiity or abh:ty, but an entire complex of knowledge, skills,

motivatlnn, enthusiasm~ and a general attitudinal disposition: an interest,

keenness, positiveness, and, in general, a de~’ee of scale’initiated, see motivated,

activity not eon~monly associated with tt~ c~ssroom.

These things are felt to be much more important than

providing dLvectly useful information (such as information abou~ bringing up

children-, home repairs, decorating ere), broadening the pupIIs’J academic

education by introducing new ~ubjeets such as philosophy, sociology-, archaeology

etc., teaching them about a ~ide range of cultures and phiiosophies so that their

own can be seen to be only one of many, running extra- curricular activities

(geared to an unspecified end) or teaching pupils to be sceptical, that is,

developing the habit of taking little on trust.
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The striking qualiL~/of most of the characteristics

they thought most important is their seN-motivated, pro-active (rather than reactive)

nature. The). are open ended characteristics rather than skills of knowing how

to solve the problems presented by the teacher. They are 1mr easi_ty re@acable

to rules or response pattez~ns: they are generalized ways of k~imving. "/?hey

"~mch can be run off when theinvolve not merelY, having developed habits ,’ "

appropriate (ff rarely encountered) stimulus is presented but generating the

trigger to the acti~ity onese~.

We nmy say a bit more about some of these

things. Ability to read on one t s own clearly implies an interest in doing so,

enjoyment of doing so, and a desire to do so. Ability to study on one’s own

implies a tel~deney to notice problems, make ones O,~T, observations, to mull

over slih~nt feelings of unease, to analyse concepts and models, and ~o toeate

relevant inforrrmtion (not necessarily m ~oks) and to formulate i~,potheses

and ÷.est them systematical~’. Abitit~" to think for oneseN ("having opinions of

ones o~n") likewise seems to imply enjoyment of noticing problems, a habit

of bringing -¢ag~ae feelings of unease in.~o full consciousness, and enjoyment

of working away at things until one suddenb- gets a delightful ~ash of

understanding. Socialiy-di~’ected innovativeness see~_~ to imply a wiilingness

to notice soci~iiy important problems, an orientation toward action rather than

academic stu~/, concern with important things rather than. trivia, feedings of

efficacy, enthusiasm, and drive, Co~idence in social interaction implys

seN-respect, a number of well practiced habits, knowledge, based on experience,

"/
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that one can cope with new situations and new people, and enjoyment of

pu.rposive social interaction. AbiiiO/to formulate wb~’s in one’s mind

easily ~nd well seems to imply en.ioyr~ent of conj~-ing up ~. word-image

to convey these feelings and ideas to others in a way that will be understood

by t!rem, sensitivi~,." to indications t}-mt one has not perfor~ned one’s

~:ask as wel! as one might }’,zave,, and willin~21ess ~o explol’e better ways

of doing :~

It is, of course, ~nuch more difficult both to

speci~" how these things are to be attained ~taught), and how that at~xinment

is to be eva}uated~ than the re-active c}mracte~-istics to which teachers

s.ppear to attach less importance. That is to say one cannot teach pupils

to notice a beautiful sunset, to wish to communicate it: and to be motivated

to con~gare up ~ %*Jord in,.age of it and to be sensitive to it!dications of failure

and means of imp.~ovement in the same way that one teaches pupi!s to analyse

a sentence. One cannot teach pupils to notice that one has a problem which

is capable of formulati on in M~athematica! term s a~d to seek out, or invent,

an appropriate mathema%ics to de~l with it, in the same way that one leaches

pupils to solve differential equations. One cannot teach pupils to notice

i~king
soci,%l problem, and to enjoyA’esponsibility for doing so’mething about it,

in the same w~v that one teaches them about the structure of bureaucraoy.

One camiot %each pupils to want to learn, to mull over slight feelings of

unease and gilmn}erings of understanding in the same way that one teaches

them Shakespeare.

To return to our question with this, hopefulb%

enriched understanding of the nature of the characteristics to be developed

and the means to be used to develop them in our minds: ~ these.things

are the things with which teachers should be ~oncerned, a1"e these the

things that are going on in our classrooms?    Are we going about achieving

these important goals as effectively as possfole ?
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Although it would be desirable for the reader

to reflect these things at this point, we will ourselves "return to this question later

when we have examined the things on which teachers themselves claim to be spen-

ding most of their time in practice and the goats with the attainment of which they are

least satisfied ¯ When we take the matter up again we will discuss

the nature of these characteristics in more detail and make

some suggestions concerning more effective ways of attaining them.

We may conclude this section with another brief look at

the list. This time we may ask whether there are not inconsistencies in

the list which can be used to promote a discussion of the means to be used

to achieve the important goals. It is not that the results are contradictory,

simply that the results seem to suggest that some of the goals one would

expect, on logical grounds, to be considered important if other goals

are to be attained~do not in fact seem to be considered important.

I

I

I

One example would be scepticism. If it is

important for pupils to have opinions of their own it would seem reasonable

to expect that teachers would also think it hnportant to encourage pupils

to be sceptical of statements made by others. Yet this does not appear

to be the case; it would seem tlmt either teachers do not wish pupils to

i

,I

I

develop their own opinions, that they do not connect the development of

scepticism with the achievement of this other goal, or that, while they

do indeed wish their pupils to have their own opinions, provided they are

nice about it, they do not value the more strident, forceful, generally

evaluative and questioning tone conjured up by the word "scepticism".

Which results in the ’importance attached to development of independent

opinions being seen in a rather different light,
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Likewise it may seem strange that, in view of

the importance attached to pupils being able to learn on their own, to have an

open mind, to be open to new ideas, that more importance is not attached to

teaching pupils about a wide range of cultures and philosophies. If this were

done, it might be argued, pupils would have a conte~ into which to fit new

educational information and, as a result, come to be more ready to recognize its

value and appropriateness: the information would then be perceived as relatively

different rather than absolutely different, and thus become information which

was more psychologically acceptable to, and usable by, the individual concerned.

He would then be said to be "more open to new ideas", as
Turning to one last point,/data to be reported

elsewhere shows, many teachers view the running of club~and societies

as a means of developing social skills, independence, and ability to express

oneself. In view of the importance attached to these latter things it therefore

seems surprising that so little importance is attached to ~nning clubs and societies.

Once again one may ask why it is that a method which would be expected to lead to

the achievement of an important goal is appparently thought unimportant; it

would seem that there is a failure to connect the methods to be used to attain

the goals with the goals that are to be attained.

Conc lus ion

We may conclude this section by remarMng that, whatever

else we may have done as a result of collecting this material, we seem to have

raised fairly forecefully the question: What should schools be doing, and how

are their most important goals to be effectively attained? If the material

indicates nothing else it indicates the need for teachers to be more effectively

involved in clarifying the goals that are to be attained and the means to be used

to attain them. And there seems to be a need for further curriculum development

work in many of the areas we have discussed.
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II Definitions of the "More" and the "Less~’ academic pupil

As we have seen we asked teachers to rate

the importance of the objectives separately for ’more’ and for ’less’ academic

pupils. The question that lay behind this procedure was really "Do teachers

perceive different groups of pupils as having different needs and, if so, how

do they differentiate these groups, and what types of course do they consider

appropriate to each?"

We’asked teachers precisely these questions

during the exploratory phases of the enquiry. To have carried them through to

the main study would have involved considerable methodological difficulties because

a number of different terminologies would be used to describe the groups, and

¯ their needs would be described in different ways. As a result it wouldbe

difficult to systematize the material obtained.

However, since the object of the exercise was

to discover whether teachers had a common, shared, perception of groups who

required different sorts of educational provision, and agreed with each other

about the needs of those groups, two things which emerged from the exploratory

work were particularly fortunate. One of these was that most teachers

responded to our question about pupils who might require different sorts of

educational programme in terms of the "more" and the "less" academic

pupils. The second was that they tended to define these two groups in a

variety of different ways.

So far we have seen that teachers had no

difficulty in responding in these terms but that the educational programmes and

examination objectives prescribed for the two groups were remarkably similar:

As far as the material already presented is concerned there does not appear to

be any agreement among members of the teaching profession concerning

the way the treatment of the two groups should be differentiated: Individual
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teachers may perceive the two groups as having different needs, but there

is no agreement about th~ ways in which educational programmes for the

two groups should differ. However we shall see later that the pattern of

intercorrelations between the items is quite different for the more and for

the less academic pupils. This suggests that many teachers do in fact

perceive differences in the educational needs of the two groups but that

teachers are not united in their views concerning the ways in which the

educational programmes for the two groups should differ. Furthermore

we will also see that teachers in general feel that more intelligent pupils

should study ’~academic" subjects, while the less intelligent should study

practical subjects. (The terms "more" and ’lessT’ intelligent were substituted

l

I

for more and less academic in this question in order to present teachers

with a less ambiguous task: it was felt that there would be relative agreement

concerning the definition of the more and less "intelligent" and that this would

enhance the value of the answers to that question, whereas such a structuring

of thought would detract from the value of the present material which wa~

II

II
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II

collected to discover whether teachers perceived different groups of pupils as

having different needs and, if so, what those groups were. To have structured

their perception too rigidly would have prevented us from achieving our

objectives)~

If teachers accept the suggestion that there are two

groups of pupils who should be treated differently, clearly indicate that they

l
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do feel that the two groups should be treated differently, yet, overall, prescribe

for the two groups a course which has the same educational and examination

objectives, although differing in subject content, how do they think the two

groups in fact differ?

Having made their ratings of the importance of the

objectives, thel effort they put into achieving them and the success with which

they thought they attainned them, teachers were asked to describe the sorts

of pupil they considered to be ’~tcademic" and ’tess academic" in their own words.
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The More Academic

Teachers’ responses to the request to describe the academic

pupils they had in mind fell into six main categories which are given in Table 1.

This table also gives the frequency with which answers of each type were given.

Since the question was "open-ended" teachers could give more than one answer.

Table 1

I

I

i

I

I

I

I

Definitions of "Academic" Pupils

Alert, studious, enjoys study for its own sake, capable of working on their
own, ambitious and eager to get on and to gain success in examinations.

%

36

30Ability, interest, and enjoyment of academic subjects such as languages,
maths, and science.

Pupils of average or above average intelligence. 28

Capable of abstract thought, and reasoning; capable of understanding 14

what is being done.

Pupils from good home backgrounds, e.g. educationally stimulating, 12

good linguistic background, high socio-economic group, pupils from an
academic background.

interested in reading; book oriented, read for their own pleasure, those       8
who are well read.

Other Answers (includes "serious minded allied to an energetic life", "able 18

to express themselves in writing", "good essay writers’f, "not very good
at practical work", ’Rot good with their hands", ’~ide range of interests",
’~ell balanced personality", "sense of responsibility").

Weighted Base (=100%). All teachers 1176

It may be that the f4rst four categories are reasonably

synonymous. That is to say it may be that teachers who think of academic pupils as

being alert and studious, enjoying study for its own sake, who are capable of

working on their own, and who are ambitious and eager to get on and gain

success in examinations would be equally happy to use the term ’intelligence’

to describe this constellation of factors, And it may also be that they would

feel that alert, academically-motivated, ambitious, intelligent, students

I

I

I

would also be the same students and those who had the ability to take, and who

enjoyed taking, academic subjects such as languages mathenmties and science.

In other words it may be that teachers think that motivation, intelligence, and

interests are highly intercorrelated. On the other hand the teachers

concerned may not think in this way: we just do not know. It seems to us
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that the ’flavour’ of the answers which we classified into the three categories

is different. It does not seem to us that intelligence necessarily implies

enjoyment of academic subjects, the motivation to study on one’s own, or

the concern to gain success in examinations. On the other hand it may

imply the ability to do these things.

It would be interesting to kfiow whether teachers

who gave answers which fell into these different categories also prescribed

a different sort of course for "more academic" pupils but this is not a table

which we have run to date.

Head teachers were more likely than others

to say that academic pupils were those who had the ability for, and interest

in, academic subjects, and religious teachers were more likely to say that

they were those with higher intelligence. There was no variation with

school type.

The Less Academic

Definitions of "less academic" pupils fell

into six main categories which are given, together with the frequency distribution,

in table 2.

Table 2

Definitions of "less academic" pupils. %

Ability, interest, enjoyment in, and flair for, practical creative subjects,, 31

such as metalwork, woodwork, domestic science, art, music, drama.

Pupils of moderate or below average intelligence, slow learners, incapable of    24
keeping up with the class.

Disinterested .in study~ incapable of donsistent work or concentration, incapable 19
of application, tendency to boredom in any class, lazy, don’t want to work.

Poor home background, educationally deprived, working class, overlarge 12

families.

Not capable-of, or interested in, academic subjects, find them hard to follow 11

no interest in languages, mathematics, etc.

Incapable of abstract thought or reasoning, learns things by heart and does 9

not try to reason logically, difficu!ty in understanding
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Other Answers (includes: ’Vchose who have no appreciation of books",
’~hose who would not be able to pass inter cert", ’~hose who are more
interested in getting a job", ’~o interest in school", "difficulty in expressing
himself in writing", ’qess articulate", "interests lie outside school",
"only interested in games, films and dancing", and ’~hose with an active
interest in society".

Base (=100%) All Teachers. 1176

There ks a clearer difference of opinion

concerning what constitutes a "1 ess academic" pupil than there was concerning

what constitutes an academic one.

less
Although it was/clear that intelligence and

motivation to apply oneself were different ways of thinking about academic

pupils it seems somewhat clearer that pupils who lack intelligence are

different from those who are lazy. And it is quite clear that these two

ways of thinking about the less academic pupils are sharply differentiated

from the view that they are those who have positive abilities in a non-

academic area.

23
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Religious teachers were more likely than lay

teachers to equate less academic with less intelligent pupils.

Discuss ion

If we now take the definitions of the two groups

together it is quite clear that academic pupils are suited to school life:

they are intelligent, well motivated or interested in academic subjects.

The same cannot be said of the "less academic~’. It is true that some

teachers thought that such pupils, had special strengths, but this was not

true of all teachers. About half the teachers seem to think that they

are unintelligent, lazy, disinterested, or uninterestable in school and

school subjects.

The question in the minds of those teachers

who think of "less academic~ pupils as unintelligent, lazy and disruptive

may uot be ~’what type of course is appropriate for these pupils~T but

Vqmve these pupils any right to be in school at all?" If they were then

forced to have them in their classes it would not be surprising to find

(as we have found) that there was disagreement as to what should be done

with such pupils. :-From the point of view of these teachers, what doe__~s

one do with pupils who are uninterested in school and school subjects,

lazy, unintelligent, and no good at anything?

If this is the case it would seem that one activity

which would help to clarify the situation would be for those teachers who

believe that such pupils really do have important talents which they can help
about

to develop (which amounts to/a third of the sample of teachers) to clearly

demonstrate that this is the case. If this is to be done perhaps these
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teachers need more than encouragement,but, being a minority, perhaps

their first need is for encouragement. But perhaps they need more.

Perhaps they need to be relieved from the pressures which constrain

I

I

I

them to constrain their pupils to follow traditional academic courses and to

pass examinations which demand passes in subjects which as we will again

confirm later, are clearly thought by most teachers to be the most academic ¯

English, languages, and mathematics. And perhaps innovation with

specifically this group of pupils should be encouraged.

Nevertheless the situation is not very encouraging.

I

I

I

We have seen that teachers who define less academic pupils positively are

in a minority. And we have seen that teachers as a whole do not think

that less academic pupils should have courses or examinations which differ

in their emphasis or objectives from those of the more academic pupils,

In the light of this, the negative definition many teachers gave of less

I

I

I

academic pupils suggests that, far from wanting courses geared to the

needs of the disinterested, disillusioned, disgruntled, mental drop-outs

from education, such teachers simply feel that these pupils should not be

in school at all. If this is so, much Of our own material which relates

to such pupils and, to some extent, suggests leads which may be foblowed in order

to develop appropriate courses for them, is likely to fall on deaf ears.

We/will return to these questions again

when we discuss the school subjects thought to be appropriate for the more

I

I

I

I

I

and the less intelligent pupils. In the meantime we may discuss one last

point which seems to emerge from tables 1 and 2. It will be noted that

’~aome background’ figures in the definitions both of the academic and less

academic pupils. This may imply that teachers think ’of intelligence

and academic ability as runnirg in families and that lack of academic ability

leads tc~ poverty. Alternatively it may imply that teachers think that at

least a moderate standard of living is necessary if one is to be able to

release energies in the pursuit of academic tasks. Still another interpretation
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might be that the sort o~ parental values that make for a "good" home

background make for alert, studious, intelligent children. And still another

might be that children from good backgrounds have the prospect of getting

"good" jobs and are therefore ~nelined to see the relevance of school work.

But whatever the :interpretation, the implication seems to be that teachers

who think of more and less academic pupils as differing in this way will be unlikely to

make great efforts t o interest children who come from poor home backgrounds in

academic tasks.

-y
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TO 28

III : To what do teachers in fact devote their Efforts

Introduction

We turn now to the second set of information provided by the teachers -

the teachers’ ratings of the effort they in fact put into achieving the goals covered

in our list of objectives.

The things to which teachers devote effort may differ from the things

they consider most important for a number of reasons. They may think it impor-

tant for schools to be concerned with some goal, but still feel it is someone else’s

job to pursue it: a mathematics teacher may think it is important for pupils to

learn a foreign language, but one would hardly expect him to spend his time pur-

suing this goal.

On the other hand teachers may be distracted from pursuit of the goals

to which they attach most importance by environmental constraints such as the

examination system, a lack of opportunity to pursue various goals within the cur-

riculum, a lack of recognition on the part of the authorities under whom they work

that it is important to pursue these goals, or, finally, pressures from the pupils them-

selves or their parents. Pressures of the last sort may cause teachers to work

toward goals that pupils and parents consider important although they themselves

do not share the parents or the pupils’ views.

¯ A last possible reason for any discrepancy we may find between assessed

importance and effort might be that, although everyone in the system may think it

important to strive to reach some goal, and although there may be ample time and

incentives to work toward it, if teachers do not know how to go about achieving the

goal they are unlikely to spend much time trying to achieve it. And this will be par-

ticularly likely to be true if, in addition, they do not know how to find out whether

they have achieved it.
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The next set of charts present the results obtained

by asking teachers to rate the amount of effort they themselves put into
goals

achieving each of the 39 Ancluded in our list. Since the goals to which they said

they devoted a great deal of attention varied between head teachers and

others, and, among heads, for the more and less academic pupils, these ¯

lists are given separately. Teachers’ ratings of the ."less" academic

pupils did not differ markedly from their ratings fo the more academic,

so only the latter have been converted into a chart.

One’s immediate reaction to these lists is to

compare them with the objectives that were said to be most important.

However, as this will be done in detail in the next section, we will

Mmply note here that pressure to obtain examination results has displaced

downwards many of the objectives teachers considered most important.

Examples would be developing independence and other qualities of

character. Furthermore the distinctive characteristic, of the goals which

come to top of the heads: list seems to be much more that of a moralistic duty,

an "ought%rather than the spontaneity so noticeable in the ratings of

"importance".

A s well as comparing this list of goals to which

teachers say they in fact devote attention with the list of goals teachers thought mos

important, we would urge the reader to ask himself whether these are the

things to which he considers teachers should devote most attention. We

have already described the teachers’ perception of the importance of these

things, but teachers are only one, albeit critical, important group amongst

those who should be involved in formulating educational ’objectives. We

might particularly ask readers to consider the appropriateness of the

educational programme apparently being offered less academic pupils. If the

reader comes to the conclusion that the teachers’ present priorities in their activ-

ities
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33.
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CHART II t’O oft-.

PerCentage of Head Teachers who Tried Very Hard to Achieve Each Objective in Their Own

Lessons With the More Academic Pupils,

EncouraKe them to have a sense of duty towards the , ! 1. 85
community, ~
Help them to develop a considerate attitude towards i 2. 85other people, i
Teach them about what is right and wrong, i 3.

Make sure they get a thorough religious education. J 4.
-.~791"¯ Help them to do as well as possible in external examine-
~81tions like the Intermediate, Group or Leaving Certificates. 5. 78

Encourage them to have opinions of their own.               G

Help them to develop their characters and personalities. !._~q.
~ .............. ~’:~’174/

Make sure that they are able to read and study on their own. 8. ~]

Encouragestand on theirPupllSownt°feet.be independent and to be able to 9.
7.2[

Give them experience of taking responsibility. 10.

Ensure that all pupils can speak well and put what they 11. 66 Iwant to say into wotus easily. I
f

Make sure that they really enjoy the lesson, t 12. ....... 66[
Ensure that all students can express themselves clearly 13. 6.~[’ ’
in writing. ~ L

Help them to get on with other people. 14.

Help them to think out what they realiy want to achieve 15.in life,
To make ~azre they go out in the world determined to 16. 63!
make Ireland a better place in which to live,

~e~ them. ahopt dSffergnt sorts of jo~s and careers so that 1% 61I,can aeeiae what they want to uo.
Ensure that they are aware of aspects of your subject which 18. 60~
they do not have to know for the examinations, /
Give them information about the courses of Further and i9, 58~"
Higher Education that are open to them. I
Make. sur~ theft thgy ffgt an. educ~|o~ that is so interesting,ttselu~, ann ~nJqyam~’xn~tt tn~3/vakt DeReen to continue 20. 53
metr tortoni eaucauon m aalflt nte~ ~

t

aTbOlensure.that th~vlea.ve mhool e~nfident, willing and 21. 551[eto tare me lmtlanve in muoaucmg cnanges, t
He~p thero t~take ~’~ interest in and to understand what is "~
going on m me wona now. t 22.
Ensure that they leave school intent on being masters of

I 25. 47their destinies. ,._
Ensure that they know how to apply the facts and I 24. 461techniques they have learned to new problems’ ,

~. ~, t
them t.hings that will be of direct use to them when

|meyTeachstart worl~ in tne~x jot)s or careers,
t

25. ,
Make sure. they are confiden~ and at ease in dealing

i
26. 44~’wxtn peopm. l

Enmre that they can formulate hypotheses, seek evidence r ...... .~.i 27.and reason logfeaRy. ~.
Enable them to develop an interest in subjects other than i 28. "427those studied for examinations.

grasp, r~ that they are aware of the prolol~ged. ,~uggle for i : .................. ~;7tn~,r~eaom ~9 are aeterrnineuto upnma tne~aeais l 29.
wn!cn .msptrea m .....
H elR mem to unaerstana me implications ann respon- I 30.
siDilities or marriage.
Ensure that alI pupils feel at home with figures and !
numbers. ( 31,

Run 91ubs.apd societ~s(e. R..soqxts,.hobbies, social and

i
~.~287

youm ctuos) ior pupas outxnscnootnouts. 32. 33

Provide the pupils with sex education in the school ! 33.

~eeoratingTeach themanaabOUtso on.bringing up children, home repaixs, ] 34. 211

i--Advise parents to give sex education to their children. .3,5. .... 2!i
Teach .them about a wide range of cultures and philosoph- t 36.

Iies so mat trteir own can oe seen to oe one ot many. !~

them to be sceptical, that is to take little on trust. [37~ IS[¯Teach

Encourage them to have agood time,

sociologyli~.[~8.-~’~_.___~Introduce them to new subjects e, g. p,Mlosophy,
archaeology etc.

¯ Weighted base (=100%) all head teachers rating objectives for "more academic pupils. 75.
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-~ Percent of head teachers who tried very hard to achieve each objective in their owl lessons with the less academic pupils-
i

k

7,

3.

9.

0.

2,

3,

b.

16,

7.

18.

9.

20.

o3.

25,

6.

8.

i9.
’0.

ol°

o3°

.q4o

5,

36°

7."

38.

’,9°

Teach them about what is right and wrong. 1

~¢Ip flmln to do.a.s well as possible i~ extem~Lexaminationsg~tne lntermeaiate, urotrp orLeavmg ~oertnlcatcs, 2

Encourage them to have a sense of duty towards the -’3
community°
Helpthem to develop a considerate attitude tow~ds other
peopm. 4

Make sure they get a thorough religious education. 5

Help them to develop their characters and personalities. 6

Give them experience of taking responsibility. ,/

Help them to get on with other people. 8
Encourage them to have opinions of their own.

~f- 9 "
Make sure that they really enjoy the lesson.

I I0
Tell ~theyo about different sorts.of jobs arid careers so that they 1can aeclae wnat mey want to ao. 11

Make sure that they are able to read and study on their own,

~elp them to think out ;.that they really want to achieve in
le.

Enc ousagepupils to be independent and to be able to stand on
on meir own met,
Make sure that the~] get edm so inmg, usefL and enjablc.
that they will contmu6 as adult. *
Ensure that all pupils can speak well and put what they want
to say into words easily.

~r
o make ~ure they ~o 9ut ~rt the w~.rld determined to make [
elanda t~etter place m wmcn to ave.

En~u;e that all students cart express themselves clearly in
wrmng.

1

82[

74

7

t2 ......................................... ~51,
I

i2__....................................... ~1
;r14

1

16 61[

Ensure that they are aware of aspects of your subject which
they do not have to know for the examinations,

t~eSUr¢ thal;they know how to. ~Ipply the facts and techniquesy navelearnea to new problems,
Help them to take all interest in and to understand what is
going on in the world now.
To en.cure that they leave ~chocl.confident. willing and able
to tal¢e the Inlttar.rve m mtroaucmg changes-
Ensure that they can formulate hypotheses, seek evidence
and reason logically.

~esSUre that they leave school intent on being masters of theirtinies,
Irish freedom. ~

Provide the pupils with sex education in the school

[~able th.e..m tp develop an interest in subjects other than
ose smtliea tot examinations,

Advise parents to give sex education to their children.

Run ~lul~s, alad.societ~s (e. g.. soorts, hobbies, social and
youm crabs) for pupm out,.ot sbhooi hours.
Teach them about a wide range of cultures and philosophies
so that their own can be seen to be one of many.
Teachthem about bringing up children, home repaIrs, dec-
orating and so om

Encourage them to have a good time.

Teach them to be sceptical, that is to take little on trust,

Introduce them to new subjects e.g. philosophy, sociology,
archaeology etc.

l’i, 0people. ~ ____
Ensure that all pupils feel at home with figures and numbers. I
Help them to understand the implications and responsibilities ( ...................................... I
of marriage, 121 ........................... AO.l
Teach them things that will be of direct use ’to them when the)~ 22 I
start work in their jobs or careers. I ..................... 4.9.1
Give them information about the courses of Further and f- ............ I
Higher Education that are open to them, !23 491

i .........

461.......................

28 40

[
131 3’/

t-- ................ .[ ....

l~ ...............~s.9l
t_~, .................vl
li~ ~01-

l;v
*These two Items have been abbreviated from the items on the questionnaire which read:
"Make sure that theyget an educati,m that !s so interestingo u..~.ful and enjoyable ~at they wi!! be keen to eomkm~.e

their formal eaucation in adult d~e".
"l~mte that they are aware of the prolonged struggle for Irish freedom and are determined to uphold the ideals which inspired it.

Weighted base (,,100%) all head teachers rating objectives for "less academic" pupils ", ql
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31.

33.
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37.
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CHART IV
- TO . 3,2 "-

Percentage of Assistant Teachers who Tried Very Hard to Achieve Each Objective in Their Own Lessons

With the More Academic Pupils,

Help them to do as well as possible in external examinatfons like ~ ...................................................
7 Ithe’intermediate, Group orLeaving Certificates, ’ I 6

Help them to deveIop a considerate attitude towards other people.
I

2 ......................... 63 "

Make sure that they really enjoy the lesson.                        3
I

Encourage them to have opinions of their own‘

Encourage them to have a sense of duty towards the community.

Make sure that they are able to read and study on their own.

Teach them about what is right and wrong.

Ensure that all students can express themselves clearly in writing.

Easuxe that a,llpugils can speak well and put what they want to
say into woros easlly.

tF~deonra~e nueils to be independent and to be able to stand onir o@i~ f~e[.

Help them to develop their characters and personalities.

Ensue that they are aware of aspects of your subject which they
do not have to’know for the examinatton~

Help them to get on with other people.

an edu.t on that is so interests, useful
canon in aault llle~ wiIlbe keen to continue their focal

Give them experience of taking responsibility.

~a~ure that they know hgff to apply the facts and techniques theyve .mamea tonew promem~

Make sure they get a thorough religious education.

Help them to take an interest in and to understand what is goingon in ~he worlgnow.

Ensure that they can formulate hypotheses, seek evidence and
reason logically.

Make sure they are confident and at ease in. dealing with people.

T9 make sure they ~o out in the world determined to make !rehmd
a ~etter place in WtYtch to live.

Help them to think out what they really want to achieve in life.

To ensure that they. leave school confident, wilting and able to
take the initiative in introducing changeu

611
I 4                       60

....6 .................................................... .a21

8

i io ....... ~f

........................ 7_

_3A .........................._~
16 391

27 ........................@

.... .......................
!% ........

_ ..............

21 34 1

22 34

23 31 ]
................................... r

Ensure that all pupils feel at home with figures and numbers, 24
Tel1 them about different sorts of jobs and careers so that they can [
decide what they want to do.
Teach them things that will be of direct use to them when they
start work in their jobs o~ careers,
Ensure that they leave school intent on being masters of their own
destinies.
Enable them to develop an interest in subjects other than those
studies fo~ examinations.
Give them information about the courses of Further and Higher

, 25           271
i .........................

26 2’1...............

’ 27       26t

Education that are open to them, ~ .................. t ....~Uesurethat they are aware of the prolonged s~ru~.le for Irish
eaom ana are determined to uphold t~e ideal~which inspired it. !.30 .................-!~2j

Run clubs and societies (e. g. sports, hobbies, social and youth I
clubs) for pupils out of school hours. } 31 191

tq~e~ch them about a wid~ral:t~e o~ cultnres and philosophies so that i.q-~----7:F-eli own ca.rlDe seen tooe one ot many. ’ ~ ~- ±olI ........... T
Help them to understand the implications and responsibilities of ~ .... !co l~.jma~iage. I ........7-
Advise parents to give sex education to their childrea. 134 10i

I

135 I0:,Provide the pupils with sex education it~ the school

Teach them about bringing up children, home repairs, decorating 186 ld
anQ SO on.

Teach them to be sceptical, that is to take little on trust, i..37 ..,!~
l I

Encourage them to have a .good time.
i88 17

Introduce them to new ~bjects e. g, philosophy, sociology, ’3:15
archaeology etc. ~- -y-~

Weighted base (=’ 100%) all assistant reachers rating objectives for "more academic" pupils 528
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are not correct - whether or not he agrees with the teachers~ perception

of the correct order of importance - it indicates the need to discover

ways in which structures might be changed such that teachers can

devote more of their efforts to achieving important goals. If the

reader accepts the teachers’evaluation of what they should be doing,

but not what teachers say they are in fact doing, ~t ~s obviously important that

he should devote his attention to thinking of ways in which teachers might

be relieved of the need to pay attention to some of the less important

things that receive attention and helped to pay attention to some of the

more important things.

I

I

I

I

Differential Treatment of Lhe UMore" and l’l-essII Academic

As we have seen there was little difference in the prDportioff of teachers

who put a great deal of effort into achieving these various goals by

whether the ratings were made for the more or for the less academic

pupils. However, within vocational schools, teachers said they put less effort into

developing a sense of duty toward the community among the more

I

I

I

academic than among the less academic pupils, less effort

into ensuring that they could formulate hypotheses and reason logically,

less effort into making sure that they got an education that

was so enjoyable and useful that they would wish to continue as an

adult, and less effort into helping them to think out what

I

I

I

I

I

I

they really wanted to achieve in life.

Head teachers said they put more effort into making

pupils aware of aspects of subjects not required for examinations

when working with’ the more academic pupils. With the less academic

pupils they said they put more effort into making sure that they felt at ease with

figures and numbers, making sure that they felt confident and at

ease when dealing with people, and teaching them about the impll~:-

cations and responsibilities of marriage.
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The Distinctive Role of Heads

In general the distinctive role of head teachers comes

out clearly from the data. Heads are more likely to see themselves taking

more responsibility for the general development of the pupils, while other

teachers take more responsibility for subject teaching. In particular head

teachers appeared to put more effort than other teachers into provision of a

I

I

I

thorough religious education, provision of information about jobs and careers,

encouraging pupils to think out whet they really wanted to achieve in life,

making sure that pupils left school determined to make Ireland a better place in

which to live, and providing information about courses of further and higher

education that were open to the pupils. Although heads see themselves in this

distinctive role one may ask whether this is because, at the time of the survey,

they were the only people in a position to take this role. If so one may

wonder whether it is desirable that this role be reseffved for heads or if respon-

sibility for these things should be diffused more widely through the teaching

profession,
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Discrepancies Between Importance and Effort

As we indicated at the beginning of this report teachers

rated the importance they attached to each obiective, and then the amount

of effort they themselves put into achieving it. They did this by writing

numbers next to each "objective" in adjacent columns on the questionnaire.

Thus they inserted "i" if they thought it was "very important that education

should do this" (strive to attain the objective), "2" if it was "Moderately

Important" and so on. In the next column they then inserted "I" if they

tried very hard to do this in their own lessons, "2" if they tried moderately

hard to do this .... and so on.

In order to discover which objectives received more and

less attention than their importance merited the figures the teachers had

written in the second column (effort) were subtracted from the figures they

had written in the first column (importance).

As has been indicated most teachers naturally rated

the effort they themselves put into achieving the objectives as less than the

importance they attached to education as a whole achieving the objective.

Since the less effort the teachers said they put into achieving a goal the higher

the number selected, the differences we obtained when we subtracted the former

from the latter were mostly negative in sign.

Chart V gives the objectives arranged in order of the

average differences between the teachers’ ratings .of the importance of the

ol~jective and their ratings of the effort they put into achieving it.

It will be seen that the greatest discrepancies arise in relation

to a number of practical and life-relevant objectives like advising parents to give

sex education to their children, helping pupils understand the implications and res-

ponsibilities of marriage, teaching them about bringing up children, house repairs,

decorating, ete, and providing careers information.
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CHART V - TO 86-

Objectives: Mean Discrepancies Between Teachers Ratings of Importance and Own Effort for

More Academic Pupils

i

]
More Academic Pupils

I. Advise parents to give sex education to their cMldren.

2, Help them to understand the implications and responsibilities of
marriage,

3. Teach them about bringing up children, home repairs, decorating
, and SO Oil.

4; "[’ell them about different sorts of jobs and careers so that they can
decide what they want to do.

5. Provide the pupils with sex education in the school.

6. Run clubs and societies (e, g. soorts, hobbies, social and youth
clubs) for pupils out of school hours.

7. Make sure they get a thorough religious education.

8. Introduce them to new subject-~ e" g. philosophy, sociology,
archaeology etc.

9. Teach them about a wide range-of cultures and philosophies so that
their own can be seen to be one of many,

10. Help them to think out what they really want to achieve in lifd.

11. Give them information about the courses of Further and Higher
Education that are open to them..

12.    able them to develop an interest in subjects other than those
¯ .adied for examination.%

13. Ensnre that all pupils feel at home with figures and numbers.

14. Make sure they arc confident and at ease in dealing with people.

15. Eumrc thai they leave school intent on being mas~ters of their
destinies,

16. To make stlre they go out in the world determined to make Ireland
a better place in winch to live.

17. To enm~re that flmy leave school confident, willing and able to
take the initiatiw in introducing changes.

18. Ensure that flmy are aware of the r~rolon~ed struqi$le for ][ish freedomand are deretmi;:ed to uphold the’ideals’~hich ffLpired it.
19. Ensure that they know how to apply the facts and teebniques they

have learned to new problems.
20. Ensure that tk~’¢ can fornmlate hypothems, seek evidence and

reason log~eany.

21. Give them experience of taking respgnsibility.

22. Help them to get on with other people.

23. Help thcm to take an interest in and to understand what is going on
in the world now.

24. ;reach them things that will be of direct use to them when they
"rt work in thmr jobs or careers.

2~. delp them to develop their charactezs and personalities.
26. Melee sure fllat they get ml.g0ucgtion that is so int~¢~st~Jl~, tkseful

arlaen]ovame tn~r.urev WlliDe ~een to conri~me thexr formal
eaucatlon in adult llteg

27. Ensure that all pupils can speak well and put what they want to say
into words easily.

28. Make sure that they are able to read and study on their own.

29. Encourage them to have a sense of duty towards the community.

80. Encourage then] to have opinions of their own.

31. Ensure that all students can express themselves clearly in writing.

Teach them’about what is right and wrong.

33. Encourage pupils to be independent and to be able to stand on their
own fee~.

34. Ensu, te that ~hey age aware of aspeqts of your subject which they do
not nave to mtow mr me examinauons, "

3B. Help them to develop a considerate attitude towards other people.

36. Teach ~em to be sceptical, that is to take little’on trust.

3% Encourage them to have a good time.

38. Make sure that they really eMoy the lesson.

39. Heh~ them to do as well as possible in external examinations like
the]ntermediate, Group orLeaving Certificates.

.2

2

I

.6

.6

.6

.6

.6

6

.5

.5

.5

.5

.4

--,4

.4

.4

.4

.4

2

1.1

1.0

1.0

1.0

.9

8

KEY

l Objectives thought "Very

Important" by more than
80"/0 of teachers.

.’.::.’~:!i:Objeetives thought "Very
¯ ::"’;"" Important" by 60- 80% of

teachers,

Objectives thought "Very

tport~mt" by less than 60%

of teachers.

Weighfed base for averages: All teachers rating objectives for "more academic" pupils. 612
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- TO 37 -

There was a slight, but, in the context of the other

data, highly significant,tendency for teaehers to put more effort than they

thought they should into helping pupils to do well in external examinations.

They were also reasonably satisfied with the amount of effort they put into

making sure that pupils enjoyed the lessons , had a good time, developed

scepticism, developed considerateness, and learned about aspects of their

subjects that they did not have to know for examination purposes.

In general .the objectives which the teachers considered most

important dropped behind least when it came to the ratings of effort, and the ones

considered least important dropped behind most. The one exception to this would

seem to be that teachers apparently did very little to help pupils think out what

they wanted to achieve in life - which they considered to be a very important

objective.

There were no cases in which there was a difference

of .3 or more between the discrepancies between importance and own effort

recorded for the more and the less academic pupils.

For every objective, head-teachers reported a smaller

discrepancy between the importance attached to an objective and the effort

put into achieving it than did other teachers. The difference between head

teachers and others was largest, for both more and less academic pupils,

for provision of information about jobs and careers, advice to parents to give

sex education, making sure the pupils got a thorough religious, education,

providing sex education at school, helping the pupils to understand the

implications and responsibilities of marriage, running clubs and societies ,

and giving the pupils information about the courses of further and higher

education that are open to them.
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Discuss ion

- TO 38 -

The average size of the discrepancy between

what teachers (including heads) thought they should be doing and what

they said they were in fact doing would seem to be cause for concern.

We do not know what it is that causes the

discrepancy; as we said earlier it may be the constraints of the system in

which the teachers find themselves, not being sure how to go about achieving

the goals, or thinking it is someone else~s job to do so (although, possibly,

not having an appropriate specialist, such as a guidance teacher~to pursue

goals they do not attend to themselves). The internal evidence of the

material suggests that the constraints of the examination system are a real

and important variable - examination achievement is the one objective which

I

I

I

receives more attention than it merits (even though it does not receive much

more than it merits in absolute terms it~ relative position changes markedly)

and that the achievement of the moderately important objectives to which

teachers devote little effort is delegated to, or pre-empted by, heads.

Yet even heads do not do as much as they would like to achieve many of the

objectives,

clear that,

and it is not necessarily the case that what is, should be.

In spite of the size of the a~erage discrepancy it is

on the whole, and with very few exceptions, teachers feel that they devote

I

I

I

most effort to the objectives which they consider most important. Their own

answer to our earlier question of whether teachers are in fact devoting their

energies to the achievement of the most important objectives bf education is an

unequivocal TrYes".. The one exception to this statement seems to be that

teachers feel that they do little to help pupils think out what they really want

to achieve in life. This, is, perhaps, more significant than it might appear,

since our own analysis of what is entailed in attaining the more pro-active goals

which come at the top of the teachers’ list suggests that an important ingredient

in al._l.1 of them is a value-clarification component. And this, teachers seem to

be saying, they do not attend to.
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- TO 39 -

As we have said it would seem that teachers

report the greates~ discrepancy between the importance attached to an objective and what

they feel they are doing to achieve it for teaching pupils things that would be of

direct value to them in their lives, that is to say, about sex, about bringing

up children, home repairs, and decorating, about different sorts of jobs and

careers and .courses of further and higher education. They also feel that they

are not doing as much as they should about religion, about rfmning clubs and

societies, andby way of introducing pupils to new subjects and a wide range of

cultures and philosophies.

someone else’s job: but whose?

It may be that they regard these objectives as

If as many teachers were attending to these

I

I

I

I

things as attend to the other objectives (not all the objectives are everyone’s job)

one would not expect the average discrepancy to be any different. In other words

it would seem that these discrepancies do seem to be arising because too few

people - whether in specialist roles or not - seem to be ~’ttending to them.

Although none of these are considered to be

extremely important goals, teachers would, on the basis of these results, be

expected to welcome policy changes which would enable at least some teachers

to spend more time on these things. It is striking that all of these things are

knowledgeability outcomes of a form that can be readily assimilated to traditional

academic structures. That is to say they do not include the goals which teachers

felt to be particularly important and which as we have seen~fall much more in the

area of motivational, character-development, outcomes of education and, as such,

probably involve much more basic changes .in educational practice if more attention

is to be paid to them.
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IV. Success with which Educational Objectives are Achieved

It w ill be recalled that, in addition to generating

a list of priorities in education which would enable all those involved to take

a step back from their every day tasks and ask ~’Is this what we are supposed

to be doing in education, and, if so, are we going about it in the best way? *1,

we also wished to find out whether teachers were satisfied with the extent

to which they were able to achieve their most important goals. This, of course,

is much less than what one would like; one would also like to know what other

I

I

i

people thought of the products of theeducational system. How satisfied are

adults with their education? How effectively does their education in fact

prepare them to cope with life’s problems? What do employers think of;

the products of the educational system? What standards do pupils in fact reach

in relation to each of the goals ? We do not have most of this information, and

we could not collect if in the course of any one survey, but we could and did

ascertain the teachers’ and pupils’ views.

Teachers were asked whether they thought that

education, as it is at present organised, was very successful in achieving,

moderately successful in achieving, somewhat successful in achieving, not at

all successful in achieving, or successful in preventing the achievement of,

each of the objectives listed. They were asked to give their assessments

separately for the "more" and ’~ess" academic pupils through the procedure

we have already described.

I

I

i

I

!

Since few objectives were thought to be very success-

fully achieved it was, in order to get large enough numbers in the cells to make

the analysis meaningful, necessary to add the "moderately successful~ category to

the "very successful" before conducting the analysis.

ChartVI gives the percentages who thought that

education was at least moderately successful in achieving each of the objectives for

the more academic pupils. As can be seen from table A5 the results were very

similar for the less academic pupils and these have therefore not been converted

into a chart.
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CHART V~.~

- TO 41 v’"

Success with which Educational Objectives Attained.    Percentage of Teachers Saying Education

"Very Successful" Dr "Moderately Successful" in Achieving Objective for the More Academic Pupils.

Helv them to do as weil as possible in external examinations like
the’Intermedlate, Group or’Leaving Certificates

Teach them about what is right and wrong.

Ensure that all pupils feel at home with figures and numbers.

Make sure they get a thorough religious education.

Ensure that all students can express themselves clearly in writing.

Help them to get on with other People.

Help them to develop their characters and personalities.

Encourage them to have opinions of their own.
Gfve them information about the courses of Further and Higher
Education that are open to them,

Encourage them to have a sense of duty towards the community.

Held them to take an interest in and to understand what is going on
in the world now.
Give them experience of taking responsibility.
Tell them about different sorts of jobs and careers so that they can
decide what they want to do.

Help them to develop a consider’lie attitude towards other people.

Make sure that they are able to read and ~mdy on theix own.

Make sure that they really enjoy the lesson.

Encourage pupils to be independent and to be able to stand on their
own ices.

Ensure that all pupils can speak well and put what they want to say
into woras easity.
Ensure that they are aware of the prolonged stru.g~,le for Irish freed-
om and are determined to uphold the ideals wh1~ inspired it.
Make sure they are confident and at ease in dealing with people.
Ensure that they know how to apply the facts and techniques they
have learned to new problems.
Help them to think out what they really want to achieve in life.

Ens e that e a e a are of as e ts of your subject which they donot~ave to~g~ ~or ~L e.~:~ons.
Teach them thin~s that will be of direcvuse to them when they
start work in theft jobs or careers.
Maske sure~’)at ~ttheY~*#~et an education that’ is so interesting,, useful

~catxo~.in" Oeajo ~blea~utl 1~i’~eY willbe keen¯ i’D continue thei, fotqnal
t~o tntu;e that, alley leave, school confident, willing and able to tak

e initiative m in’troaucmg cnanges.
Ensure that they can formulate hypotheses, seek evidence and
reason logicallp.
To make sure they ~o out in the world determined to make Ireland
a better place in wr/ich to live.
Run clubs and societies (~..g. .sports, hobbies, social and youth
clubs) for pupns out or scnool hours.
Provide the pupils with sex education in the ¢chooL

Ensure that they leave school intent on being masters of their
destinies.
Help them to understand the implications and responsibilities of
m~riage. . , .
Enable~ them to deve.lop an interest in subjects omer tn~ mose
stumeo mr examinations.
Teach them about a wide r~n~e of oultures and philosophies so that
their own can be seen to be offe of many.
Teach them to be meptical, that is to take little on trust.

Advise parents to give sex education tO their children.

Encourage them to have a good time.
Teach them about bringing up children, home repairs, decorating
and so on.
!nt~oduc.e them to new subjects e- g. philosophy, sociology.
archaeology etc.

IO               4~.

12 43

42

14 421

15 41

16 41

!~, 40)

18 4~

19 38-

20. 36

21 as[
22 33

33

24 33

25 33

26 32
F

a°I
3o

31     24

33    21

35 1’7

36 17

3? 16

38 " 16

Weighted base (KOO~

All teachers answering fct the "mat academic" pupils. 612.
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CHART VII

iSuccess with which Educational Objectives are Attained.

or "Moderately Successful" in Achieving Objective.

- TO’. 42:’.-. "

Percentage of Heads Saying Education "Very Successful"

Average Over More and Less Academic Pupih.

3

4 6~

5
6 64

7 64

8

9

10

12

13

63

.57

57

51

16 .49

48

~einthem to do as well as vosslble in external examinations like
e’Interrnediare. Group or’Leaving’ Certificates.

Teach them about what is right and wrong,

Make rare they get a thorough religious education.

~elp them to develop their characters and personalities.

Help them to get on with other people,
Tell them about dlfferent’sorts of jobs and careers so that they can
decide what they want to do.

~,~o~,~e pupil to be inde~dent and to he able to .and on their
~courage them to have a ~nse of duty towards the community

~courage them to have opinions of their own.

Give them information about the courses of Further and Higher
~ducaton that are open to them.
~Ive them experience of taking responsibility.

Help them to develop a considerate attitude towards other people.

,~’ sure that all students can express them--Ires clearly in writing,

.~mre that all pupils feel at home with figures and numbexs.

Help’them to take an interest in and to understand what it going
m the world now,

~elp them to think out what they really want to achieve in life.
’~’?en.mre that they. leave s ch .ool confident, willing and able to
mate the inittauve m mtrooucmg changes.
~,

19 4t

20 47

21 47

22 45

23 ’" 44

24 44

26’ 43

’40.

28 ....

_29 89

3o 38
31 3"/

32 35

26

~alm sure that they fealty enjoy the lease�.               .’

~ake sure that they are able to read and study on their own.
.~sure that. the~ are aware of aspects of your subject which they
~o not nave to mtow to, me exammanons.
~/ake sure they are confident and at ease in dealing with people.
i~each them ~.t!~Ings that wilt be of direct use to them when they " i
~tart work in their jobs or careers.
Ma~ s~re that they .~et an.¢~lucatlon that is so interesting, useful
~a_enIoxap~e |nttr’311ey wtxto¢ Keen to continue their focal
’~uut:&tzo~ In adtLtt Li~e: ...... .
,.Ensure that ~ey know h?w to apply me tacu ana reconiques t/my
[lave seamed to new pronlems,
~]Znsure that all.pupils can speak welt and put what they want to say
into worn, eatuy ....
~nosurethat they are awlu’e of the prolonged ~¢ru~gle for Irish free-

m and are d&etn/ned to uphold the iilealt wh"i-ch inspired it.

~rov/de the pupils with .sex education in the school
~o.make sure they go out in the world determined to make

.:~reiand a better place in which to ave.

’~nelethtat they leave ~chool intent on being masters of their

R~ c~bs and. societies (e. g, ~ports, hobbies, social and youth
s) tot pupils out or school nours~

Ensure that they can formulate hypotheses, seek evidence and
reason It~gica~y. . ¯

Help them to understand the implications and responsibilities of
~na~age.
Fatable them to develop an interest in subjects other than those

..~tudted for exarmnacton~ 33

~ncourage them to have a good time. 34
~Tetch them about bringing up children, home repairs, decoratJng ’35
¯ ana so

4

¯ Teach.them, to be sceptical, that is to, take little on trust.. 36 25j
Advise palms to give sex education to their children, i3~ " 23t

"T’ea’ch them a’b°ut a wide" range °f" ¢mltures and phil°sophie~ so that~3:__me~r own can ~e seen to De one ot many.. _-2~

atcnaeologylntwduc~ themetc.tO new sub~ects e. g. philosophy, sociology, [39 *17]

:W.eighte~ base (--.10050

" ALl He~td teachers, 146
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It will be seen that there are only two

objectives - concerned with examination performance and moral development -

that significantly more than half the informants thought even moderately

well attained.

Heads saw things rather differently from other

teachers. More than half of them thought that nearly a third of the objectives

were at least moderately well attained. Objectives which heads much more

often than other teachers felt to be satisfactorily attained were: - Tell them

about different sorts of jobs and careers so that they can decide what they

want to do, give them information about the courses of further and higher

education that are open to them, help them to develop their characters and

personalities, help them to get on with other people, make sure they leave

I

i

!

school confident, willing, and able to take the initiative in introducing

changes, make sure they have a sense of duty toward the community, and

teach them things that will be of direct use to them when they start work in

their jobs or careers.

Discuss ion

The fact that teachers thought that the educational system

was about equally successful or, more correctly, unsuccessful in achieving its goals

for the less academic as for the more academic pupil provides food for thought.

i

i

I

Certainly it does not suggest that teachers have a strong felt need for special

types of educational programme to cater for the less academic pupils. It

suggests that, as far as teachers are concerned, there is not merely equality

of educational p~pportunity for these two groups, but that there" is also equality of

educational attainment. It is not merely that less academic pupils ar e doing

!

I

I

as well as can be expected in view of their ability." Although the best attained

objective- helping pupils to do as well as possible in external examinations -

is measured in relation to the pupil’s ability, many of the other objectives

are absolute: About half the teachers are at least moderately satisfied with

what the educational system is doing to make sure that all pupils, whether more
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or less academic, feel at home with figures and numbers, and can express

themselves clearly in writing. Thus it would seem that there is no generally

felt need among the teaching profession for special priority area enrichment

programmes in Ireland. One cannot help but feel that it would be desirable to

lmve some objective data on attainment in relation to these goals.

On the uther side of the coin the unmistakable

implication of the data is that most teachers are not at all happy with the extent

to which they are attainirig these goals. And they are as unhappy about the more

as about the less academic pupils. Perhaps they feel that the standards attained

in relation to most of these things are so abysmal that there is no point in

distinguishing between the more and the less academic pupils. Quite clearly

most t~achers would welcome any real help that was given them concerning

better ways of reaching thase goals. Nevertheless, in saying this, one cannot

avoid feeling~first)that they would primarily expect this help to be accompanied

by financial and other resources and facilities, and, second, that they think

that these goals should not be attained at the expense of examination performance:

although that isthe best attained goal they are far from satisfied with attainments

in that sphere.

Heads were more satisfied with what the system

was doing than were other teachers. Perhaps they had a wider perspective

on standards and knew more about the ability of their ex-pupils to cope with life;

or, perhaps, their expectations were more moderate and realistic. One does

not know. But, whatever the interpretation, it would seem that they may be

less likely than other teachers to welcome developments designed to lead

to more effective attainment of these goals.

Once again we may conclude our section by

saying tlmt curriculum developments seem to be indicated. However, these develop.

ments
are not needed for any sector of pupils in particular. Many of the objectives

felt to be least well attained were more mind-broadening and directly life-

relevant objectives. Many of the pro-active characteristics like ability to
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clarify life goals, willingness to take initiative, confidence in dealing with people,

independence, considerateness, and responsibility came in the middle of the

list. From our present data these would seem to be the areas in which

developments are needed. But although not well attained some of these were not

felt to be very important anyway. So which areas ar____e most in need of development?

Some progress toward an answer to this question will be made in the next section

where we look at the discrepancies between importance and success.
Discrepancies between Importance and Success

We have seen that the objectives teachers felt

to be least well attained were those concerned with vocational preparation,

perparation for life, provision of a wide academic education, and, to a lesser

extent, development of serf-motivated characteristics like initiative and

independence. The next question is ’~vhic~n objectives were

felt to be particularly poorly attained in relation to their importance"?

Teachers’ ratings of "success" were subtracted from their ratings of

"importance" in the same way that:their ratings of effort were subtracted

from their ratings of importance. (see p.TO 35). The mean discrepancies

between teachers’ ratings of Importance and Success are given in Chart VIII.

On virtually every item head teachers saw less of a

discrepancy than others. This was most marked, and consistent from more to

less academic pupils, for encouraging independence, developing character

and personality, making education so interesting that pupils would wish to

continue as adults, making pupils aware of aspects of the subject which

they did not have to know for examinations, ensuring that they could apply

the facts and techniques they had learned to new problems, and giving

information about courses of further and higher education. As we have seen

these are the very things to which heads devoted time while other teachers

did not.
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For the heads the largest discrepancies

between importance and success were:

Enable them to develop an interest in
subjects other than those studied for
examinations

Ensure that all pupils can speak well
and put what they want to say into.
words easily

Help them to think out what they really
want to achieve in life

Make sure they are able to read and study
on their own

Advise parents to give sex education to
their chfl dren

Make sure that they go out into the world
determined to make Ireland a better place
in which to live.

Discussion

Mean Discrepancy between
Importance and Success
(More Academic Pupils)

1.7

1.5

1.5

1.4

1.4

1.4

Attention should first be drawn to the

absolute size of the discrepancies revealed in Chart VIII: overall, teachers

clearly feel that they do a great deal less well than they would like in

relation to the achievement of many of their most important objectives

into the attainment of which they pour a great deal of effort. This v~uld

particularly s~em to apply to the attainment of "self-motivated", open-ended,

non-response-oriented, pro-active characteristics like interest in new

fhings, ability to read and study on one’s own (which, as we said earlier,

implies an interest in doing so, enjoyment of doing so, and a desire

to do so), ability to think for oneself ( which implies sensitivity to one’s

feelings - those murmurings on the borders of consciousness which

indicate that one has a problem or the germ of a solution - and the habit

of seizing on those indications and mulling them over until one finally

succeeds in experiencing the delight of gaining, insights), self-confidence
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Mean Discrepancies Between Importance And Felt Success With Which Attahmd

With More Academic Pupils.
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Enable them to develop an interest in subjects other than
those studied for examinations,
Ma/~e. sure, th,3t they get an.educa~qn that is so inteyestin~,.USelU! anO eP.|0v,’L)|c 71~tYt LiqgY WlllOe Keen to contlnue tn,~ir
[&m~l eduea{:itSll lfl "l(bltt llle,

. Advise parents to give sex education to their children.

4 Make sure that they are able to read and study oil their own.

Help them to think out what they really want to achieve in
1ifMae~e sure they ~.o oltt in the world determined to make
Ireland a bettdr ~Sla,:e in which to live.

7 Encourage pupils to be independent and to be able to stand
"on their own feet.
Help them to understand the implications and responsibilities
of marriage,

9 Make ~ure they are confident and at ease in dealing ~¢ith
peopm.

Ensure that all puoils can speak well and put what they want
to say into wor~s ~asily.

1i ure that ~h~y are,aw~c.of ,aspects of yo.ur mbjcct which
: ........-Y ao not nave to rnow mr me cxaminanons"
~. To elasur.e tha~ they leav.e schgol.confSdent, willing and able

to tare tile imtiarwe in introducing cnanges,
,d Help them to develop a considerate attitude towards other

people,

Make sure that they really enjoy the lesson.

.,d Give them experience of taking responsibility.

~ Encourage. them to have a sense of duty towards the comm-
unity,

t Ensure that tbeV can formulate hypotheses, seek evidence and
reason logical1}.

18 .Ensut~ that they l~now how to, apply the facts anfftechniques
tney nave marnea to new promems.

}. Help them to develop their characters and personalities,

20 En,sure that they leave school intent on being masters of their
aestinies,

Encourage them to have opinions of their own.

z2 Tell them abont different ~orts of jobs and careers so that they
can decide what they want to do.

"g Help them tq take grl interest in and to understand what is

e" -ing on in the worl(l now.
-4. .g;e ttlem haformation abort the courses of Further and Higher

" ".,~dcatlon ttlat are open to mere.

"5 En~u,e that all students can express themselves clearly in
Writing,

_3 Help them to get on with other people.

27 Teach them about bringing up eMldren, home repairs,
decorating and so on.
Teach them about a wide range of oultures and philosophies
so that their own can be seen to be one of many.

29 Run clubs, and societi.es (e. g. sports, hobbies, social and
youm cmos) lot puplxs out o2 scnooi hours"

Provide the pupils with sex education in the school

31 Make rote they get a thorough religious educat.ton. ........

2 Introduce them to new subjects e. g, philosophy, sociology,
archaeology etc.

0,3 Teach them thin£s that will be of direct use to them
start work in their jobs or careers"

-t Teach them about what is right and wrong.

5 Ensute that they are aware of the orolonRed struggle for Irish
.freedoro .and are determined to up’hold the ideal~ which
msplrea it. . ..~6 Ensure that all pupils feel at home with figures and numbers,

Encourage them to have a good time.

38 Help them to do as well as possible in external examinations
like the/ntermediate, Group or Leaving Certificates"

39 Teach them to be sceptical, that is to take little on trust.

Weighted base for averages ,, All teachers:rating objectives for "more academic" pupils:

6

.1,6

1.6

L6

1.6

1.6

1,5

L5

1.5

L5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1,3

1.2

1.2

1.2

1,2

1.2

1.2

1,0

1,0

1.0

1.0

L 0 KE_~Y

.8 M Objectives thought"Very
Important" by mote thai
80~ of teachers,

Objeetiv,s thought "Ve~,:’,.:.::re
~;.:.;’..:~:’:Important" by 60- 80~ oJ

teachers.

~ Objeetives thoughCVery
Important" by less than

612. 60% of teachers,
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in social interaction (which implies knowing, from repeated experience,

that one can cope with new people and new situations, together with a

set of well-practiced habits which enable one to meet such situations),

willingness to notice~and do something about, the problems of one’s

community (which implies a value for personal responsibility and for

working for the good of all together with a number of human resource

characteristics which enable/one to achieve such goals - characteristics which

may include such things as willingness to initiate action on the basis of incomplete

evidence and the tendency to monitor the effects of that action for feedback to help

one’s understanding of the situation and take corrective action, reality-based con-

fidence in one’s ability to initiate action on the basis of incomplete information,

secure in the knowledge that one could take effective corrective action

if necessary - confidence which can only come from ample practice at

this activity), ability to formulate what’s in one’s mind easily and well

l

l,

l

(which also seems to imply sensitivity to one’s feelings, the spontaneous tendency

to search out appropriate means of communicating them, and sensitivity

to feedback concerning better ways of communicating them; the spontaneous

tendency to seek such feedback by paying attention to such feelings as indicate

that all is not as well as it might be and the spontaneous tendency to seek

out resources - and to utilize previously unnoticed resources - which will

help one improve the effectiveness of one’s communications).

A s we have seen it is nmch more difficult both to

specify how these things are to be attained (taught), and how that attaihment

is to be evaluated, than the reactive characteristics which teachers feel

they achieve more effectively. One may ask whether one can teach pupils to gene-

rate the trigger to activity in the Same way that one teaches them routine ways of

solving routine problems presented by the ~eacher. Can one teach

sensitivity, enjoyment, and responsibility in the same way that one
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teaches,about sensitivity, about the psychology of pleasure and about the checks

and balances of a set of institutions of government.?

However, if teachers are correct in their

emphasis on these things,it would seem to be of extreme importance that research

be put in hand to assess the consequences of such patterns of values and such

human-resource compet~ncies~a~/d that research and development work to be put

in hand togenerate educational methods which will help to foster these

important characteristics and to comPare the z~lative merits of alternative

ways of developing them.. Which in turn, involves developing means of assessing

these things - assessing whether or not these competencies have been developed.

High in the list of things which were felt to be

less well attained than their importance merited were also a number bf life-

useful characteristics like sex education, preparation for marriage, and making

contact with new aspects of academic subject matter. And finally, although

the teachers obviously felt that, in relation to their importance, the objectives

they attained best were scepticism, examination performance, encouraging

pupils to have a good time, numeracy, and awareness of the struggle for

Irish freedom, we may repeat that we find it difficul~ to see how one can attain

goals like the ability to think for oneself unless one encourages scepticism, that we

find it difficult to see how motivational characteristics can be acquired unless one e~

courages pupils to enjoy displaying the characteristic concerned, and that it may wel

be doubted whether many pupils leave school sufficiently numerate

with modern society.

..I~nplications of material obtained from Heads

tocope

Since all the objectives for which heads perceived

¯ the largest discrepancy came near the top of the teachers’ list.one would expect

both heads and other teachers to we|come educational innovations designed

to achieve these objectives more effectively. On the other hand since the

discrepancy was less that thanfor other teachers one might expect heads to be

"t"
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somewhat less enthusiastic.

’.

One would also expect heads’ to be particularly

less likely to welcome innovations designed to encourage pupils to develop

independence,to develop their character and personality, to make education

so interesting, useful, and enjoyable that pupils will wish to continue as

adults, to make sure that pupils know of aspects of subjects which they do not

have to know about for examinations purposes, to ensure that pupils can apply

the facts and techniques they had learned to new problemS, and to give them

information about courses of further and higher education that. are open to

them.

Priorities in Curriculum Development

A s can be seen from the Chart not all things

which were felt to be less well attained than their, ,importance merited were

in fact felt to be very important goals of education.. In order to highlight

the conclusions to be drawn .we list belowthe things which were felt to be

l

i

l

i

l

l

l

l

1

I

’Hery important" but which had the largest discrepancies between ratings

of importance and success. These were:

1. Help them to be independent and able to stand on their own feet.

2. i Make sure that they are able to read and.study on their own.

3. Help. them to think out what they really want t o achieve in life.

4. Ensure that all pupils can speak well and put what they want to say
into words easily.

5. Help them to develop a considerate attitude towards other people

6. Make sure they get an education which is so interesting, useful, and

enjoyable that they will be keen to continue their formal education in

adult life.

It would seem that teachers would particularly

welcome innovations which would help them achieve these objectives more

effectively and we will later take up these areas in particular in relation

to curriculum development. Htrre wemay simply remark that pupils rarely

felt that schools should do mQ~re to help you to read and study on your own,

to develop considerateness, tp develop, independence and the ability to stand

on ones own feet, or to help them speak well and easily. Any programmes

of curriculum development will obviously have to take the. pupil’s felt needs

into account too.

~ _/
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V. Teachers’ Perception of the Value of School Subjects

So far we have studied teachers’ perception of

educational objectives through the medium of their ratings of an abstract

list of educational objectives.

We turn now to their views on the value of school

subjects and the subjects most appropriate to the more and the less intelligent

pupil. First we look at their answers to a question which asked what benefit

they thought pupils derived from studying the subject they were mainly teaching.

Then we turn to the more general question of whether or not there were

subjects on the school curriculum which should not be there and, ff so,

which subjects. Next we look at their views on which additional subjects

should be on the curriculum. Finally we discuss the school subjects thought

most appropriate to the more and the less intelligent pupil.

Benefits Derived from Study of Their Subject

In order to focus attention on the benefits teachers

thought pupils derived from having studied their subject per se - its intrinsic

benefits as distinct from the examination certificate - teachers were first

asked what benefits pupils who left before leaving certificate derived from

having studied their subject, and then what benefits those who left before

intermediate or group certificate derived from having studied it. The

answers, classified into eight categories, are given below together with

the frequency distribution of the replies.
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Table 3

Main Benefits Pupils Are Felt To Have Derived From Having Stud~ed The TeacherJs

Main Subject

PreparaHon for Ufe: They would learn things whlch would be
of value’ to them as homemakers: learn how to use tools and
the three Rs, learn to =alculate and have a certain degree
of literacy; be able to express themselvcst be better
equipped career-wise.

Personal Development - non-cognitive. They would develop
tolerance~’o~ and understanding <,f~other ways of life; customs
cultures, and llfe elsewhere. They would develop
cultural and aesthetic values, appreciaHon of music and
Iiterature.

Personal Development - cognitive. Learn io think logically,
learn to think rather than simply re~,all information, learn
to be critical.

Increased awareness and appreciation of Ir!sh Tradition:
Language, culture and history will lead to better
Irishmen and more patriotism.

General Knowledge: Interest in and understand current
affairs.

Awareness and enhanced underst~ndtn~ of physical environment:
Some understanding of scientific and world matters.

Learn about interests they mat take up later ~n life.

Other Answers.

Nothihg/Very Little

We[ghled Base {=100%) (All tec..=hers who completed ~orm "C’)

By pupils who left:

Before Before
Inter. Leaving
% %

26 33

17 30

9 19

10 10

3 6

5 6

3 4

5 5

22 5

401 +’~01
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Dis cuss ion

By and large these answers seem to reflect

the sorts of things which emerged as the most important objectives in

Chart 1. Pupils will learn things that will be useful to them. -they will

i

II

II

learn to read and study on their own, to put what they want to say into

words easily, and to be considerate toward others. Nevertheless the

Preparation for Life code does seem to suggest a somewhat more

pragmatic approach to education than does Chart 1, where preparation

for careers came in 30th p)ace. The group of answers coneenled with

I

l

I

broadening the mind and developing an openness to new ideas and other

values is something not readily apparent in Chart 1. It may be, of course,

that the bulk of the answers coded into this category were concerned with

development of appreciation of such things as literature, an infe~’enee

supported by the fact that, as we shall see later, this answer was most

often given by teachers of English. Learning to think for oneself is

mentioned by about one teacher in five as a benefit derived by pupils who

stay on after the intermediate certificate but who leave before leaving

certificate. It adds weight to the seriousness with which teachers take the

goal of helping pupils develop this characteristic, indexed in Chart 1 by "Help

pupils develop opinions of their, own"

Although the rank order here supports that obtained

in Chart 1, it is surprising how few teachers did in fact mention benefits in

most of these areas; fewer than a third gave answers which fell into any one

of these fairly inclusive categories. It is, perhaps, even more alarming

to note that one teacher in five thinks that pupils who leave before intermediate

level do not derive any real benefit from having studied their subject. One

may wonder whether teachers view the early years of post-primary education

merely as a preparation for further study, conferring little benefit on their own.
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On the other hand they may be saying that pupils who leave at this stage are,

on the whole, incapable of deriving any benefit from tim study of their subject;

it is not the subject which is at fault but the pupil. Either way it is a matter

which wouldseem to merit attention. What benefits is study of a subject

intended to confer ? What is it hoped that pupils will be able to do better

as a result of having studied it? Are the benefits of equal value to all

who s~dy the subject, to early leavers and to those who are going to stay

on longer? Should subjects throughout’school always be only, or even

mainly, thought of as a preparation for further study of that subject, not

conferring any other benefits ? And what are the implications of the answers

to these questions for the planning of syllabi - both for early leavers and

for those who stay on longer?

Not only did a larger proportion of teachers feel

that pupils sho stayed on beyond Inter would have benefited from a study of

their subject, the flavour of the answers is different after intermediate level

whereas, at the earlier level, teachers listed benefits like "develop a limited

familiarity with numbers" the benefit became a comfident and obviously useful

"develop a familiarity with numbers" by the pre-leaving certificate level.

By and large, however, one may wonder whether teachers’ answers to

these questions give one an impression of teachers who are sufficiently

articulate about the benefits of having studied their subject (once the

examination certificate itself is not to be counted among those benefits} to

justify the current emphasis placed on education, and, in particular, the

emphasis placed on staying on at school for pupils who are not going to go

to’university - which is where leaving certificate traditionally leads pupils.
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The ans~Jers the teachers gave obviously varied

greatly with the subject taught. But, before looking at this variation, we may

first note that, in general, teachers in vocational schools placed more emphasis

on the preparation for life aspects (46% at pre-leaving certificate level giving

answers which fell into this category, compared ~vith 28% of teachers who

taught in secondary schools). Secondary school teachers were more likely

to mention benefits which fell into the area concerned with developing an

appreciation for literature, Other values, and other ways of life.

Although the numbers teaching any one subject

were small we may now draw attention to the differences between subjects.

!

!

!

At p~e-leaving certificate level teachers of

Irish and Latin were the most likely to say that no benefits derived from

the study of their subject (Tables A7 and AS). At pre-inter level (where

an average of 15-25% of teachers thought no benefits were derived)

the teachers most lfi~ely to say that no benefits were derived were teachers

I

l

I

I

of Latin, History and French. Home Economics and English came out best

on this score.

A t both pre-leaving and pre-inter level the

small mlmber of teachers of Commerce, Home Economics and Woodwork

came out best in terms of providing a preparation for home life. Teachers

of History, Geography, Irish and Latin were least likely to" give answers

which fell into this category.
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Broadening the mind and awareness of other

values and ways of life was most often mentioned by teachers of English,

followed, at some distance, by French and Latin, and later still by teachers

of Geography and History.

The development of eompetencies such as logical,

critical, thinking, was mentioned most often at the pre-leaving certificate

level by those teaching maths, followed, a long way behind by those teaching

English, Latin and Science. A similar pattern is evident at pre-inter level,

although English teachers at this level are less likely to allude to this

benefit.

Development of an awareness of an Irish

tradition was only mentioned by teachers of Irish and, a long way behind,

of His tory.

G~ography and History teachers at the pre-

leaving certificate level were the most likely to think of general knowledge

outcomes, and Science and Geography teachers the most likely by far to

mention awareness and enhanced understanding of the physical environment.

interests category.

French teachers had almost a monopoly of the future
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When asked whether there were any subjects

on the curriculum which were of little or no value, 78% of the teachers said

there were nGne. 93% of heads were of this opinion. Otherwise there was

litde variation in the proportion who this asserted the value of the current

curriculum with school size, type, urban-rural etc. or whether the teacher

was a man or woman or religious or lay.

I

I

I

Table 3 lists the subjects mentioned by the 79

teachers who felt that there were subjects of little or no value on the curriculum

in order of the frequency with which they were mentioned. It will be seen

that Latin and Irish head the list. Other subjects mentione d by less than 5%

of the teachers included History and Geography, History, Mathematics,

Physics and Chemistry and Mechanical Drawing. We will compare the

teachers’ evaluation of the value of school subjects with the pupils evaluation

when we report the pupils’ results.

I

I

I

I

I

I
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Table 3

Subjects Teachers think have little or no value

%
Latin 35

Irish 21

Civics 16

Hebrew 11

Greek 9

Commerce 7

R.K. 7

French 6

Weighted base (=100%) (All teachers who listed subjects as
having little value).
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When teachers were asked, "Are there any subjects not presently taught in

your school which you would like to see on the curriculum ?" 63% answered

T~jes’. More than any other school type, teachers in Protestant schools would

like to see other subjects on the curriculum. Next would come teachers in

!

!

!

vocational schools, and lastly teachers in Catholic secondary schools. Whereas

72% of teachers in boys-only schools wanted . other subjects only 45% of those

in girls-only schools did. 69% of male teachers would like new subjects as

against 51% of female teachers. 72% from schools of size l to 200, as against

57% from schools or size 201 to 400 and 400 or more pupils, answered in the

l

I

I

affirmative. There were some differences with the type of facilities, clubs

and subjects available. The percentage wanting more subjects ranged from

only 33% of those in schools offering a wide range of subjects, good environment

range of
and poor clubs to 90% of those in schools offering a narrow/subjects, good environ-

ment and good clubs. Overall 48% of teachers in schools with a wide range of

i

I

l

I

subjects thought there should be other subjects on the curriculum of their school

as against 72% of teachers in schools with a narrow range of subjects. There

were no differences between head~ and other teachers, between religious and lay

teachers or between teachers who taught different subjects.

Table 4 ~ gives the additional subjects that teachers would like to

see on their own school curriculum. The greatest felt need seems to be for

I

I

I

artistic subjects, followed by gymnastics, philosophy and practical subjects.
category

The large |miscellaneous |/contains such subjects as Drama, elocution and

public speaking, dancing, appreciation of media (e.g. films, T,.Y.), culture

appreciation, etiquette and appreciation of fashion and trends, sociology,

polities, sex education, a subject geared to social problems, motor mechanic~

and electricity. As above, this ’miscellaneous’ category may highlight the

desire’ for subjects which are expres¢ive, socially oriented or prautical.
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Table 4

Subjects not presently taught in the school which teachers would like to

see on the curriculum.

Subjects (1)
%

Music 19
Art 12
Gymnastics 12
Philosophy 10
Woodwork 10
Metalwork 9
Some Modern Language 7
Arts and Crafts 7
German 5
Latin 4
Economics 4
French 4
General Science 4
MisceU.aneous 25
Base (weighted) 242

(Teachers thinking that there were
subjects not presently taught that
they would like to see on the
school’s curriculum. )

(1) Since a teacher could specify one or more subjects the percentages
do not sum up to 100%.

Nearly all subjects were mentioned mare often by

teachers who taught in schools offering a narrow range of subjects ; not

only did teachers in such schools more often say that there were addi-

tionat subjects they would like to see on the curriculum, they listed more

subjects each time. Teachers in large schools who said they would like

additional subjects more often mentioned arts and crafts, woodwork and

metalwork. Vocational school teachers mentioned gymuastics more

often than others white Catholic Secondary School teachers were more

likely to mention woodwork and philosophy. Older teachers, if they

thought nmre subjects were desirable, were more likely to mention

music, and younger teachers to mention metalwork.

"/
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Subjects ImPortant For More ,~.d Less Intelligent Pupils

Question 9.0 on form x asked teachers about the subjects

they considered most important for their more and their less ~teU~e=

pupils. ’I’ab].b 5 gives the rank order of the subjects

judged by the teachers to be most important for each category of

pupil. Briefly, academic subjectS.are Judged to be of more irnpor’-

tance forthe more intelligent pupil whereas the tendency is to favour"

a "practical", or" c;ther less narr’owly academic or intellectual

subject, for the less intel.ligent pupil. It is of interest that "art"

was only listed by 8% of the teachers as important for" ;the =’more

intelligent" pupils but by 28% for the "less intelligent". Likewise

only 26% thought it important for more intelligent pupils to study a

pr, attical subject of any sort whereas, in the case of the less intelltgeu~,

many tllacher’s listed at least one of Home Economics, Woodwork,

Metalwork, Arts and Crafts, Commerce, or "A practical subject".

Discussion
It is not clear’ from this data whether the more intelligentpupill

were felt to be less good at these ||practical|| subjects (although this

would seem improbable, particularly in the case of art)or, whether

the teachers considered that, after they left school, more intelligent

pupils were more likely to use the academic subjectslwhile the less

intelligent - by default rather than positive ability - were likely to

have to make use of the skills required to become hewers of wood and

drawers of water. On the whole, however, the data would seem to
namely

lend support to the view which seemed to be emerging earlier/that.

less intelligent and academic pupils- who, in the teachers’ ol~inion,

seem to be remarkably similar - are viewed as "less able all round’~

rather? than as "pupils who have skills and potential in other areas||.

The data also seems to lend support to the view that |’practical|.

subjects are not thought to develop important character and intellectual

skills- such as the ability to combine intellectual problem-solving,

inforrmition-seeking, planning and executoz3T skills into a well

integrated anll executed wholet or the ability to monitor performance

in order to take needed corrective action before it is too late. In

short they do not seem to be perceived as a means 0df teaching pupils to..

use intellectual activity in the.course of takirg ~ffective action to deal with
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T~ble" 5

Rank order of subjects considered more important for:

The more Intelligent pupil The Less Intelligent pupil

1. Maths "/6

2. General Science 63

3. English 54

4. A Practical Subject 26

5. Irish 94

6. A Language (as well
as Engl i sh/I r l sh) 23

"/. History 2.2

8. Latin 16

9. Basic Maths 16

I 0. Rel |gious Knowledge 9

11. Miscellaneous 8

12. Art 8

13. French 8

| 4. Phi I osophy 5

Weighted base f= 100%)
(all .teaobers who
�ompleted form X)

393

1. English 65

2. Home Economics 33

3. Art 9.8

4. Woodwork 25

5. Basic Maths 25

6. A Practical
Subject 25

?. Commerce 22

8. Metalwork 1 8

9. Irish 1’/

10. History
Geography 16

11. Mathematics 15

12. Arts and Crafts 14

13. General Science 11

14. Religious
Knowledge 8

m

393
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Back~_~d Variables associated with Importance attached to subjects

The subjects considered important for each type of pupil were analysed by

the normal sets of variables.

(a) By School Type

For the more intelligent pupils vocational school

teachers favoured Irish a,nd Maths more than teachers in Catholic Secondary

schools. These favoured History and Latin more than vocational school

teachers (see special appendix table SA9).

For the less intelligent pupils vocational school

teachers would prefer maths, metalwork, ¯ woodwork and a practical subject

more than would Catholic Secondary school teachers, more of whom favour

commerce and home economics (see Table SA10). This could be because the

facilities for subjects like woodwork were inferior in Catholic Secondary schools

(see Table A9 of the Setting of the enquiry). Co-Ed Schools, which were largely

Vocatiomtl, follow this pattern.

I

I

I

I
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(b) By Subject Area, Taught

For the more intelligent pupils teachers in the arts-

bmnanities area favour I~ist~ry more than the others; and teachers of a

mixture    of subjects tend to favour Irish more than those in the maths -

science area: English tends to be favoured more¯ by teachers of the arts -
by’

humanities and/those who teach a mixture than by those teaching in the maths ~

science or practical areas.

For the less intelligent pupil Irish is favoured less by

those in the arts/humanities area than by those teaching practical subjects or a

miscellany: English is more favoured by the teachers of a ~tJ~xture =. of subjects

than by maths/science teachers: art is most favoured by teachers of ’practical

I subjects home economics is least preferred and a practical subject more

preferred by the maths/science teachers.
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Summary and Overall Discussion of Part 1

We have seen that although teachers do tend to

strive to reach the objectives they consider most important they are in most

cases far from satisfied with the results. Furthermore they appear to devote little

time to the achievement of, and are equally dissatisfied with the degree to

which they achieve, many of the objectives they consider only moderateUy

important.

I

I

To some extent the data suggests that these

discrepancies between aspiration and performance arise from the constraints

of the organisational structure in which teachers work, and, in particular,

I

I

I

from the constraints imposed by the examination system. Nevertheless, to a

degree, the material suggests that part of the explanation is that teachers are

none too clear about how to go about achieving some of the objectives they

consider very important, and how to set about finding out whether they have

achieved them: they do not think it important to achieve objectives which it would

I

I

I

I
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seem necessary for them to achieve if they are indeed to attain their own most

important goals.

Tea~chers felt that some of the object ives we

investigated were important, but both received insufficient attention and were

badly attained. Other objectives were desirable, rather than very important,

but nevertheless in need of more attention. In the end it was difficult to avoid

concluding that the means to be used to attaIn mos____t of the objectives included in

the list would benefit from review, mos._ t of them Were attained a great deal les¢

well than their importance merited. Even the pupils’ examination performance,

which alone among the objectives seemed to attract more attention than its imp0rtancc

merited, was not all that teachers would have liked. There appears to be a need

for a major rethink of the goats of education, the ways in which they are to be

attained and the way that attainment is to be evaluated. Research is needed to

clarify all three of these things. In the absence of that research, there is an

urgent need for allmembers of society - be they parents, teachers, administrators,
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employers, employees, T.D. ts, or pupils,

questions.

Implications for Curriculum Development

to address their minds to these

From an examination of the nature of the objectives

the. teachers’ felt to be most important or, at least, desirable, the effort

they say they presently devote to achieving them, the success with which they think

the objectives are achieved in education as it is currently organised, and the

general pattern of results we have obtained it would seem a reasonable inference

that curriculum development programmes are needed in al_.~.1 the areas given

below.

This curriculum development work Could partly be

carried out at the level of the classroom, partly at the level of the school,

partly through research projects directed toward curriculum development,

and partly through r~tional policy changes designed to facilitate such developmentt

innovation and experimentation. It should no_.~t be thought of as the private property

of university Departments of Education.

The areas in which this curriculum development work

seems to be needed are to assist in:

1. Develovment of the spontaneous tendency, and the ability, to learn without

instruction: Generation of that interest in education which will make people

keen to continue their education as adults, the ability to apply the

facts and techniques one has learned to new problems, the ability

to read and study on one’s own - the tendency to notice the need for

information and the ability to find the materials and information one

needs, and the ability to formulate hypotheses, seek evidence, make one’s

own observations and reason logically.

2. Development of self confidence, independence, ability and willingness

to take initiative in introducing Changes, Confidence in social interaction,

considerateness, and ability to be master of one’s destiny.

/
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3. Development of values, an ability to see one’s culture in perspective,

to choose between value systems through being acquainted with

a wide range of cultures and philosophie’s and the consequences of

pursuing different goals and adopting different values, and thinking

about the sort of person one wants to be; what one really wants to

achieve in life.

4. Development of tnterp~rs0nal eompeteneies, the ability to underst~md the

points of view of others and the ability to work with them.)

leadership and followership ability, and the ability to express

oneself and communicate.

~o Development of cc~rses to provide information which will be useful

in everyday life- information about sex and marriage,

bringing up children, home repairs, decorating etc.I vocational

guidance, information (partly by direct experience) about

different careers and courses, and about new subjects.

Many of the objectives falling into g~mzps 1 to 4

are open-ended, seE-motivated, pro-active rather than re-actlve

characteristicst They consist of generalised ways of thinking, feeling,

and behaving rather than cognitive habits to be reeled off when the

appropriate (if rzwely encountered) situation presents itself. They

are very different from the sorts of things teachers and pupils feel schools

do relat ively well.

To illustrate what is involved let us take

communication as an example. Developing effective communication skills seem~ to

involve developing the spontaneous tendency to notice things that are worth

communicating| that is to say sensitivity to inner feelings which

register preliminary indications that there is some aspect of external

reality which requires to be examined further; the desire and the wish to

communicate these things; the ability to evaluate the value to the audience of
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that which is to be communicated; the commitment needed to make the ideas

or fee Tings to be communicated fully explicit and to track down an appropriate

media - words, paint, or music - for communicating them, a stock of tricks

of the trade for communicating thesethings, and sensitivity to feedback from

onets audience concerning the adequacy with which the communication has been

effected ... feedback much more important, and much more llkely to be acted

upon, than that provided by a bhmt red pencil.

All of these things probably involve enjoying these

activities and having had repeated experience of the satisfactions which come

from having successfully completed a dffficuR but self-chosen task in this area,

Experience of these satisfactions is important~ it is this which is likely to lead

pupils to want to do these things spontaneously in the future.

The same constellation of characteristics needed

to perform t~is particular pro-active activity effectively seems to exist in all

the other areas we have mentioned. They seem to be relevant whether the competency

to be developed is initiative, considerateness, the tendency to clarify one’s values

and life goals, the tendency to clarify, one,s self-imageand generate the commitment

to pursue the things that are important to oneself to the exclusion of the routine

busy-work which tends to be thrust upon one, confidence in social interaction, confidence

with figures and lmmbers, independence, efficacy, logical critical thinking, or

inventiveness and the ability to apply one’s knowledge to important new situations.

It would seem, therefore, that not only are

teachers and pupils quite right to say that these goals are very irhportant and that

schools at present don~ do enough to achieve them but also that it will

be difficult to generate the very different sorts of educational input which are needed

to make advances in these areas.

We may try to take the discussion of the sort of input thgt

is needed a step further by means of another example. Before doing so we may once

more emphasise that an important ingredient of most of these characteristics seem to be
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that they involve spontaneity. They are generalisable ways of behaving

which involve the wish to engage in the behaviour. They involve

teaching pupils to generate the motivation to perform the activity,

teaching them to trigger off the activity, as well as the activity itself.

As such it seems to the researchers probable that they can only be

developed through working out from the pupils’ own concerns and

interests, the things they already tend to do sponteneously. ADd,

as an aid to achieving this goal, we will review the pupils’ values in

another paper.

Turning now to our example, reflection

on the data we have been dealing with has led us to noting that

A_.cting Independently and Taking Initiative seem to involve the values

listed on the following page.

Values

1. A value for the end state in relation to which initiative is supposed

to be displayed: if one values performance at football, one will

tend to show initiative in relation to ways of improving one’s

performance, one will have standards of performance in relation

to football, and one will display sensitivity to feedback concerning

ways of improving one’s performance.

2. A value for working independently, for taking personal responsibility,

( rather than going along with the mass or leaving things to others).

3. A value for being an individual rather than conf.orming to the group.
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4. A value for doing new things rather than for conforming to tradition

(although an innovative individual might be expected to seek out better

ways of conforming to tradition if he valued being traditionalI )

In summary, acting independently involves

a value both for the end state toward which the activity is directed and a

value for particular patterns of behaviour. (In parenthesis we may note

that this suggests that, as far as educational imputs are concerned, it

may be important for teachers to work with pupils to clarify both of these).

Efficacy Characteristics

In addition to these yalues, effective initiatives

and effective iunovative behaviour would seem to involve the spontaneous

tendehcy to display a number of the following components of effective

behaviour:

Self Confidence, which would seem to mean:

(i) Knowledge, based on experience, that one can work with others,

that one can take a leadership role, that one can enlist others’

help and support. This would appear to involve structuring

a graded series of learning experiences designed to lead to the

development of different types of
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Willingness to tolerate the boring tasks that is necessary toperform in

the course of achieving ones goals, but equally unwillingness

to tolerate boring tasks which do not lead to important goals.

Sensitivity to one’s feelings and emotions, and willingness to unleash

them in the service of goal attainment; being willing to rezognize

one’s feelings and emotions and the tendency to turn them into

one’s work rather than deny that one has such feelings.

The Tendency and the Ability to lead effeetivel~ the tendency and the

ability to effectively enlist the help of others when necessary

to achieve one’s goals. The spontaneous tendency to do the

things which it is necessary to do if others are to turn their

energies into goal attainment; the spontaneous tendency to notice

and do something about, psychological barriers to effective

action on the pa~t of individuals; se~zitivity to organizational

problems which prevent individuals functioning effecti-~ely, and

the ability and willingness to recognize and reward those who

attend to such problems.

The Tendency and the Ability to follow effectively: the tendency to try

to understand an overall programme of activity and take the

initiative to work out one’s own part in the whole, and get on with

it, without having to be t0!d in detail what to do, together w{th the

ability to do this effectively.

Tolerance for abstract thought and willingness, and tendency, to think about,

i

I

and plan to avoid, obstacles to the effective achievement of one’s

goals.

Knowledge of, and tendency to use effectively, strategies for finding out

how things work- strategies for prodding institutions and people

in order to find out how they work, for prodding situations in

order to find out how they work, etc.
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Tendency to seek feedback, ability to recognize it, and tendency to utilize

it; i.e. (a) Sensitivity, that is to say knowledge of the importance

of paying attention to slight feelings of unease, sensitivity, to

these, and a tendency to mull over these slight feelings, bring

them into full consciousness, and do something about them.
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Gene ,ralizability of the Components

Before we move on we should again emphasise that it seems to us likely

that these efficacy characteristics may be applicable to the achievement of any

valued goal; any goal in relation to which it is possible to establish standards,

that is to say any goal which one can attain more or less effectively, whether

it is communicating, working for the good of the community, showing

consideration for others, dominating over others, or building a warm,

friendly, society.

The efficacy characteristics seem to be generali-

zable; the values, {both personal and end state ) do not.

These speculations and reflections would seem to raise the question of

whether what is needed in education is both value-clarification and efficacy developing

inputs.
Value-Clarification In~.ut s

Value-clarification inputs may involve highlighting

the consequences of pursuing different personal and end-state goals, for both

the individual concerned and the society in which he lives, in different social

structures. If one bad them, this information could be provided by means of

anthropological and other research reports. It could also be provided by

highlighting the consequences of pursuing different values from case history

materials, role models, and through other demonstrations involving educational

"games". Unfortunately much of the research into the consequences of possessing

different values and attitudes remains to be done, case histmry material remains

to be collected, and demonstration exercises largely remain a thing of the future.
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lSr£1c ,a,c), ]]eve)~~l~ut ~.

Tile inputs which would be expected to helpstudents develop

the efficacy cilaracteristics would involve

1. Providing pupils with opportunities to conceptualise these

things: providing them with concepts in terms of which

to think about these things,, and then encouraging them to

i. Think about their own previous behaviour in these terms.

ii. Think about .their furL!re in these terms,

(Both of these would seem to be very important in that {hey

would involve .relating the conceptual framework to themselves

and checking.it fop its validity ),

iii, Analyse case histories 1,1 order to see how these things

have worked fop other people and what the consequences

were fop them.

iv. Look at research results relating to the antecedenis and

consequences of these characteristics in different

I

I

I

i

I

I

I

.

socEal structures.

AS a result of doing these things the pupils should become

thopoughly familiar with the concepts and relate them to themselves

in such a way that they can do something about them.

Providing pupils with role rnodels so that they can see

mope clearly how these things actually work out in practice ,

and learn through that much-neglected educational i.nput-imitation.

Āgain case histo~,y material is important, but one ever-present

Pole model is the teacher. If pupils see their teachers as

down-trodden~ ineffectual~ individuals who complain

that they ape unable to do anything because of "the

system" in which they find themselves (that is to say

I

I

I

because of The Department) one can expect their pupils

to beha,ve in exactly the same way; if .one hears teenagers

/
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¯ saying thQt the only thing that will do any good is a revolution which will

change the system you may guess where they - atl~st in part - learned it’,

3, Providing pupils with opportunities to practice the efficacy components so that

they become well-formed and well-trled hablt.s¯

I

i

I

(a)

There are a number of aspeci’s to which al’,ention

should particularly be drawn :

Pupifs m, Jst have c~mple opportunity of practicing generating these activities

for themselves - of triggering lhem off for themselves - so that they become

able to engage in them spontaneously in the future. They must become

(b)

sensitive to the situational cues which will tell them when to ei~gage in these

various aclivlties in the future.

Pupils must have ample experience of the satisfactions which Come from

i

I

I (c)

engaging in Ihese activlfies: ~t is these safisfactlens which will m,~ke the,’n

Want to do these things in the fuf’ure, and it is the knowledge that these

satisfactions follow which will rr, ake them prepared to tolerate the frt,strations,

anxietles~ and boredoms involved ir~ achieving the!r goals in the future.

Pupils must have opportunlties of practicing these cc,npel’encles in non-.

t

threatening sltuatlons¯ In real life a mistake ofl’en brings massive punishments.

The object of educational tasks rnusf be 1o avold these so thal¯ lhe individual w!l!

lry out new ways of behaving and then be able 1o hahlngly evolve’rnore and

more effective ways of behaving.

This is particularly true of" interpersonal compet.encies;

a mistc|ke in the performance of" a r~ew social role in a real-llf"e situation courts

embarrassmentI rldicule~and dlsaster, New ways of relating to others must therefore

be practiced in non-threatenlng situations until they become strong enough and

I

I

I

well formed to be used in the reol world

These specifications draw attention to a number of" features

which must be provided in educational tasks designed to achieve these goals.
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If the pupils arc Io pract!ce generating the actlvitles for themselves

then at least some "of tlleir [earnlng must take place through performing

these activities in relatlon to goals whlch are important to them: one

cannot expect pupils to learn to release fl~6se acgvities, to want to

engage in them, Io tolerate the f‘rustrat[ons involved long enough to

experience !he satlsf‘act[ons whlch follow, if‘ they do not value ttle goal

in relation Io which t!~ey are ex[,ected to practice these things.

In order to �IGrlfy the goals in relotlon to which’

teachers mlght take steps to generate sequences of: learnlng experiences

deslgned to achieve these goals we later present some da~’a we have

collected concerning pupils’spon~’aneous motlvations; thelr concerns and

values: the things they will be keen to do and in.’relation to whlch it would

be possible to develop sequences of" learning experlences deslgned to ’.

develop these characteristl cs.

The learnlng e~:peHences should involve ~ducatlonal games and role-plaX ¯

sesslons wl:~ch enable pup[ Is le develop J~gh,.~.r and higher levels of these

chc~’acteristlcs~ to try out a.nd prattle, new ways of behavlng, to check out"

for themselves verbal statemenls ~’hat the behavlour is effectlve or enjoyable~

and to experlence the sc~tlsfactions whlch follow. They will then know,

from first hand experlence, that the ir,~ormotlon they have been glven is true

and they will thereFore not believe tho~e who try to pour scorn on them and tell

them .~hat these thlngs do not work ~n the wax in whlch they are supposecl to work;

they will know from ’first hand exp.erlence what it {’eels I~ke to behave in this.

way, that they can behave in that way, and what the consequences are.

As we sald earller it is particularly important that the.~e

learnlng situotlons involve group as well as ~ndlv[dual actlvitles so thai"

"interpersonal compe~enc[es can be trled ou: <~nd developed.

The ’learnlng experiences must permit’ecch indlvidual pupil to experlence the

satisfactions whlch follqw; the teacher.~ task becomes, not" to reward even process’-~.
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(such as trying hard) rather than result (the right answer), but to structure

individual sequences of learning experiences for pupils such that pupils

experience the intrinsic satisfactions which follow, intrinsic rewards

I

I
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I

which they will continue to obtain when the teacher is no longer present

to reward them.

iv. ff pupils are to develop interpersonal competencies they will need

to gain insight into the way in which other people think and feel and the

constraints which operate on them: once again role playing exercises

will help to develop this tendency, even if they themselves do not adopt

into their own behavioural repertoire features of the role they play.

v. Not merely is it desirable for pupils to engage in these activities

and experience the staisfactions for themselves it is also desirable

for them to explore the consequ~lces of a variety of ways of behaving.

Pupils believe that if they are asked to take initiative a number of

consequences will follow with varying degrees of certainty. Thus they

may feel that they will be unable to tackle the situation; disaster will

ensue; they will be exposed as incompetent fools; others will laugh at

them, deride them and loose their respect for them; they will not be

able to obtain all the information they need to take a good decision; things

will happen which they did not envisage and which they will not be able to

control; others will not help them with their task and they will be unable

to get other people on whom they are dependent to pull their weight; the

whole exercise will be thoroughly shameful, frustrating, frightening, and

unpleasan~ experience.

If teachers develop proper sequences of learning

experiences they can ensure that pupils discover that these things do not

happen. The learning experiences can also b~e s~ruc~ured to help pupils to

develop the competeneies required to ensure that these things do not follow.

!
I .

""
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Developing these sequences of learning experiences involves teachers in

branching out into new and uncertain areas where they will be uncertain

of the consequences, and may have to take corrective action later.

But one thing is certain, so long as pupils continue to believe that

these things will follow they cannot be expected to engage effectively in

such behaviour.

In summary, then, two features of the required

learning ex~periences are, first, that pupils be able to practice and develop

these efficacy characteristics through graded sequences of learning

erperienee geared to goals which are important to them: if they do develop

them in relation to those goals they will later be able to generalize them

to other goals which they come to value, and second, that teachers develop

case- history material, role models, educational games, and role play

sessions which will enable pupils to under’stand the components of effective

behaviour and practice that behaviour - particularly the interpersonal

components - in relatively non-threatening situations.

Before leaving the components of effective

behaviour as outlined here, we may draw attention to the number of the

components which involve sensitivity to one’s feelings; to the importance

of being in contact with oneself. And we may ask whether, if pupils are

pushed about, and dragooned through "courses" which are considered

"esse~_tial", they can possibly develop this sensitivity. This is, perhaps,

why so many creative people have remarked that it took years to recover

from the dyfunotional buffeting with "facts" which they took in the course

of their formal education. Gone are the days when even the undergraduate

had time to read, reflect, and dream at will. Perhaps it is time that

this, apparently essential, part of education was restored. Perhaps,

indeed, it is time that it was emphasised through purpose made inputs.
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Courses for the More and the Less Academic

Returning now to our summary of the results

reported so far in this paper: teachers did not think that more and less

academic pupils should receive courses directed toward different

educational goals. It was not clear whether this was because the

categories in terms of which we had collected the data were too crude

or whether they were saying that these two groups of pupils did require

courses directed toward the same goals, albeit perhaps at different

levels. What was clear was that they were equally satisfied - or,

more correctly, equally dissatisfied - with their achievement of the

objectives for beth groups - a fact which seems harder to understand.

L AlnkIu spite of the fact that they did not *’ "

that more and less academic pupils should be taking courses directed

toward different goals, they did think the subjects to be studie2 by more. and

less intelligent pupils should differ. They were likely to think that while

the more intelligent pupils should study traditional academic subjects the less

intelligent pupils should study practical and expressive subjects. It

would seem, therefore, that just as they do not share our own view that

some of the objectives are sub-goals which need to be achieved en-route

to.higher-order objectives, so they do not connect practieal:express, ive

subjects with the achievement of many of their character development

goals and, in particular, with the development of the tendency to engage

in integrated thought-action-feedback strate’gies designed to achieve

important ends.
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Satsifaction with subjects on the Curriculum

On the whole, although they were unhappy about

the extent to which the educational system achieved its main goals, they

were conten~ with the subjects on the curriculum. If they wanted subjects

dropped they were likely to mention Latin and Irish. But only about one

teacher in 20 mentioned them. More teachers would have liked additional

subjects added, the most popular being iVIusic, Art, Gymnastics and

Philosophy.

Remaining Queries: The needs of the less academic pupils Implications
for the examination system, and implications for the future of education.

-- To revert once more to a more general

discussion: Two big queries emerge from the results: What if anything,

should be done specifically to cater for less academic pupils: a sizeable

proportion of teachers appeared to think that they lacked abilP.y and

motivation, and an interest in school and in traditional school subjects,

yet did not think that they required special courses or examinations.

would infer that these teachers must have thought that they had no place

in school.

One

Yet half the pupils involved in the survey who

intended to enter manual occupations hoped to stay on at school till they

were over 18 years of age. in the light of this it would seem important

to encourage those teachers who believe that less academic pupils do have

important talents which they can help to develop to prove their point.

And if they are to do this it would seem necessary to free these teachers

from the current constraints of the educational system.
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The second question that remains is whether, if the goals

that came at the top if the list in terms of importance are the goals to which

teachers should be paying attention, there are any implications for the examination

system (which at present appears to inhibit the achievement of these goals}.

We have seen that teachers directed most of their efforts

toward the goal that could be evaluated (examination performance} and were more

I

I

I

satisfied with their efforts in this direction than with their achievement of

of other goals. The implication would seem to be that if more effort was

made to evaluate attainment of the other goals it would probably result in teachers

becoming clearer about what is to be achieved. They would also be able to ascertain

whether or not they are achieving these goals and thereafter take steps to achieve

I

I
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them more effectively. In spite of apparent logic of this argument, we saw in

our report on ’"teachers views in examinations" that relatively few teachers

thought that the attainment of such goals should be evaluated. Perhaps the

explanation is that they did not believe that the attainment of such goals could

be evaluated. On the other hand those who did wish the attainment of such

I
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goals to be evaluated were very dissatisfied with the examination system.

As a result, it would seem that, ff our logic is correct, and if the attainment of

these.goals can be evaluated (and what meaning have these terms if one cannot

¯ somehow detect whether the characteristics are present or absent 7)    if this

report serves to highlight this issue we can expect many more teachers to join

i
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the disgruntled few who feel that the attainment of these goals should be evaluated.

We can, perhaps, draw attention to one final

implication of this data. If this report serves to draw attention to the fact

that most members of the teaching profession think these character-development

goals important and are dissatisfied with their attainment, yet do not seem to realize

that their colleagues share their views, then it should serve to encourage teachers

to take heart: they are not lone voices calling out for change: they are supported

by their colleagues and, provided they explain what they are doing and why, they

I
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can count on their support in experiments to achieve more effectively the goals

that all consider most important, Perhaps they should also be supported by

funds being made available for the research and eurriculum~.,development

programmes that are needed.

Research Needs

We have seen that we have been unable to answer

the question we set out with. We cannot tell from this data what schools should

be doing and how they should be doing it. Before that question can be answered

i

I

l

we urgently need more information. We urgently need better ways of thinking

about the characteristics that might be developed in education, and about the

characteristics that are being developed (for better ~r for worse) in education

as it is currently organised. We need to know what the consequences of these

things are for the individual concerned and for the society in which he lives.

I
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Since these will be different in different types of social structure we need better

ways of thinking about different types of social structure, too. We also need

a much better understanding of how these characteristics develop and of how they could

be better developed. And we need much better means of measuring the presence

or absence of these characteristics.

The Way Forward

On the other hand one does not want to be caught in the trap of

waiting for prior certainty before introducing change. In the teachers’ view things seem

to be in a pretty bad state: indeed it would seem that they could hardly be worse: not more

i
than half the teachers thought 95% of the objectives we asked them about even moderately

well attained. As we recommend to our pupils we need to make.some judgements

I what should be done, based on the best available information,about judgements

taking note of what is going on elsewhere, and judgements made secure in the

I
knowledge that we can mob itor the effects of our actions and take effective

I corrective action ff our judgement turns out to be wrong. In this report we

have ~oked at at the teachers’ judgements. We have presented our own reflections

I on the implications of what the teachers say. It would seem that the next move is to

generate and evaluate pilot programmes of education based. on this information. .....

! .
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PART 2

Associated Variables

So far we have discussed mainly the overall

results. But in collecting this data it was hoped to do more. It was hoped

to be able to answer such questions as "How does the "ethos" of different types

of schools differ, if at all?" "Do teachers who have been teaching for different

lengths of time, in different types if school, give different answers? ", ’~Do
i

religious teachers differ from lay teachers in what they consider they should be doing? %

and ’q)o teachers vary from one to another in any systematic ways in terms of the

goals they seek to achieve in education? % We will take this last question first.

THE FACTOR ANALYSES

Teachers obviously vary from one to another in the

educational goals they consider most important. Is there any systematic structure

in that variation? That is to say: Is thereoany pattern in the variation - are teachers

who tend to think one thing is important more likely than’other teachers to think that

certain other things are important ? Can one discern in the apparently endless variety

of teachers’ concerns a more limited set of more basic variables which serve to

summarise much, if not all, of the variety?

These are the questions to which factor analysis

addresses itself.

A s a result of intercorrelating every item with

every other item and then applying factor-analytic techniques to the mater.ial it

becomes possible to discover whether there are groups of items made up of items

which are moderately correlated with other items in the same groups but only

slightly correlated with items falling into the other groups. If there are such clusters

of moderately inter-correlated items one can assume that the items falling into each

group are tapping some.common concern. One can then make the further assumption

that a teacher who endorses all the items in any one cluster must have a

very high leveI of concern with the commnn characteristic tapped by
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all the items in the Cluster. To take an example derived from our own work,

ff there is, as there appears to be, a group of items whose common

characteristic: is thatthey tap a concern to develop a love of academic

subjects, then one can expect any teacher who thinks each of these things

" very important’t to be much influenced in his decisions concerning what

to do in:his lessons (and what to say in response to interviewer§ questions

as to what should go on in schools~) by his high level of concern with

I

I

I
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developing a love of academic subjects. The consideration of whether

a particular course of action would help to reach this goal will come

to dominate over other possible considerations, He may even be said to be pre-

occupied with this consideration.

Further details~ both of the rationale for this

procedure and of the statistical techniques used, will be found in lqaven,

Ritchie, and Baxter (1971). Nevertheless it may be important to draw attention to

the fact that ~/e have used factor analysis in this survey, notso much as a means

of ~’explainingt~ the entire pattern of co-variances found in the data, as a

I means of developing a set of "attitude scalesr’.
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One implication of this is that, in reporting

our results, we have focussed on the internal consistency of the clusters

of items rather than on the proportion of total variance explained by each

factor. We have done this because it seems to us that the latter statistic

is so dependent on the range of variables one starts out with. In practice

our variables were prune~l at the pilot stages by omitting both many of the

items which correlated with none of the others (and which were, therefore, probably,

ambiguous) and items which were ~ intercorrelated (and w,hich we~c~therefore,

virtually the same question phrased in different ways). For our purposes

the things that seem to us important are the degree of overlap of the factors

(indicated by the ordered correlation matrix as given in tables SA 7 and SA8

in the special appendix) and the internal consistency of the clusters, also

shown in the correlation matrix~and indexed more succintty by the coefficient

which is generally considered acceptable if it exceed~ . 5.
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The Data

to such an analysis:

We had six sets of data which were susceptible

i. Ratings of "Lmportance": separately for the "more" and for the ’qess"

academic pupils.

2. Ratings of "Own effort to achieve", again separately for the more and for the

less academic pupils.

3. Ratings of the overall success of education in achieving these objectives,

again separately for the more and for the less academic pupils.

Results

Only the first two sets of.data,

were factor analysed.

for more and for less academic pupils,

With one important exception these four analyses

produced very similar pictures - that is, one obtained the same factor structure

whether one looked at the more or the less academic pupils or ratings of importance

or effort.

The exception was that a quite different factor structure

was obtained for "importance" in relation to the less academic pupil. It was

not that there was no structure, but that there was a different structure. The

actual pattern of intercorrelation of the items changed. This correlation matrix,

arranged as indicated by the factor analysis is given in table SAT.

We have not thought of a satisfactory explanation

for this, but it would seem to indicate that teachers do, after atl, feel that the

more and the less academic pupils should be treated differently, but are not in

fact able to tr~.~at them differently within the current system. Under these

circumstances additional considerations come into play, and the variance between

teachers structures itself differently for this group.

Because of the consistency between the other

three:sets of results it was decided to use ratings of "Own effort to achieve"

to develop a classification of teacher concerns.
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Teaclmrs seem ,to vary o:~ the 7 basic clusters of variables

which are given below. The names given, to the clusters of items were provided,

post hoe, by the authors; ,’:he chaste.."s of items were g’encrated by the fact.or

analysis, and th.e factor scores are eomplei.ely dcfiued by the items making

up the clusters. They have no existence apart from t;:m items which make them

r~p. The factor t~.mes, or la,be!s, m,,.,,rely serve as a convenient shorthand

summarizing what appears to be iho common e!ement running through the items

making up eaeh factor and causing them to inter,:’.orretate.

-" i/
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Factor I.

Factor 2.

Factor ~.

The effort_put into develop!nBL_[~ersonal.t!z,, and Character (~-- . 88)
This [actor was scored from the following" items;

lte?.p l.]~<~,m t(~i. get or’: v.’it5 ’.,!.k’.’ ~.: r,’.~<:@.,.:.

It.r,tp ’Ll,crrx Lo dc,Jelop 1..h,..].r <Luruct(::r.<s o.i;,l pe:tu:a~.u:li’U.e:-;.

]~4r,l,:e ~u:"e they uro c::,’.,"~:;.~<i<’~"~ ;.,~c] :-~ c’r’,.’::c: J.,~ deaih~,~ will., peop].o.

’ ( ’ ’~ " C, )j~l’i.,’):’lf~: ,-F l]ICJ.t’ 0~’.’11..~J]l{.:t’~,t!.i’Ttlf(7 i,h2]tt ~:f.) Lh1%/(2 ( ’ ’ "

]Th’:eourage j:.’~q-xU.,s ~o be i:Mr:pu..’:elen~ a.r.,d .-.d fie, +e stm,d on ~heJr feet.

(.~£vc" " tl)(,~l~ (.:xpc:r:tr.’;~::o. of ~.r.,.,c.~t~ " [~    I"(~SpOJ3Rj];[] its’.. .

]);[tO(.}{lJ’:~°’(-:. ~) ....~lO;)’J "~O ]1b.\,’(! ~ r"C:~[::;¢:.      .. (>.[ (,tLO,~ t.q)\,,,~, El ~tJ.’C CO!’]’JJI31~]]J.’E~r,

]71n,~ure that t;lsmy ]eu.vc g(:];oo], co;ffidc’J~!., ~,.,illing and able to take
~h(- ir)J:~j.a~ive in Jlyf:I’odtleJ~L~;’ charige:~.

Iic]p "[hem 1o ihin]~ out w!ia~: they re.~lly wPnt to achieve in life;.

A~:ul.ce m4re Hmg they rea]id e~;i’->y the le..s,son.

Help [-hem to deve?op a oonsi,.lerate 4titudm toward other peop!o.

’J"heir Ct~Jtcer-~ wii:h ~vi&~l,~_~j/~j:~aru.iJ.o.u fo.v h~j~!~e,(G :- . 79i

This factor was scored from the following items

Provide the pupils wid~ sex oducatioP~ in school.

Advise’ parents to give ;~ox eduem:[i.on to their children.

Itclp them to uuders~m~d the irai~lieal:ions and responsibflities of ~IEI’I’I~R[:C

Teach ~hem about bringing up child:con, he, me repairs, decoro:~:.ing

mad so on,

The effort th~uk~r~!.~vi.<~i~g..~.Lj:~f~t~iL.rL~aden.}ic..ed}1~t~.~}~..~}?.d~.y~pin~
_a__r_~_,.N.l;~v .e_Sg a_~2._<.l..£))L,:t.-=’__!;{fe (, -= ¯ 7 s~ )

This factor was scored-f~’om the following items:

Introduce them ±o new subjects e.g. phi!osophy, sociology,
archaeology etc.

re~.ch them a wide rename c*’......... .x,. eulDm:-es and pi~il.osophies so
that their own can be seen to be one o:f many,

]Shmble them to devolop an ~n~.erest in subjec~s otb.er than those
studied for examinalions.

Ensure thai they are aware of aspee%s of your subject which thoy
do no9 have ~o [<~ow for examinations.

tIelp tb.en~ to t<’tl<e an ir4ere,;t in and understand what’s going on
i

in the world now.

lk~.ake sure that they get an educatior~ that i,s so interes%Lng, useftd :.

and enj6yabh: that they will be keen ~o continue their formal education
in adult life,
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Factor 4.

Factor 5.

Factor 6.

Factor 7.

-TO 75b-

Their stress on the Vocational aspects of education and~ in particulart on
vocational guidance, {d.-76).

This factor was scored from the following item s:

Tell them about different sorts of jobs and careers so that they can decide
what they want to do.

Give them information about the courses of further and higher education
that are open to them.

Help them. to think out what they really want to achieve in life.

Teach them things which will be of direct use to them when they start work
in their jobs or careers.

Their Concern with Academic Skills (�~ =. 72)

This factor was scored from the following items~

Ensure that all students can express themselves clearly in writing.

Ensure that all students can speak well a ndp,ut what they want to say into words
easily.

Make sure that they are able to read and study on their own.

The eff_o.rt the_.y put into religious education and developing Nationalism

( G(. = . 72)

This factor was scored from the following items:

Ensure that they are aware of the prolonged struggle for Irish freedom and
are determined to uphold the ideals which inspired it.

Make sure that they go out into the world determined to make Ireland a better
place in which to live.

Make sure that they get a thorough religious education

Teach them about right and wrong.

The effort they put into developing a..Scientific Attitude. ( ~.-- . 57)

This factor was scored from the following items:

Ensure that all pupils feel at home with figures and numbers

Ensure that they know how to apply the facts and techniques they have learned
to new problems.

Ensure that they can formulate hypotheses, seek evidence, and reason logically.

It would seem from the at, s, that

we have obtained seven reasonably strong factors which, to.some extent,

summarise the variance picked up in this study between the things teachers said

they put effort into achieving. The factors are relatively independent in the sense

that it is possible to have high or low scores on any one of them without

necessarily having high or low scores on the others.

Two of the factors, that concerned with developln!

personality and character, ahd that concerned with providing a preparation for

married life, are closely echoed in the pupils’ data. Some of the other

factors are also echoed, but much more faintly.
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Heads were much more likely than other teachers to say they

put effort into religious education and developing Nationalism, preparing

I

I

I

pupils for home life, preparing pupils for work, developing their personalities

and character, and developing a scientific attitude.

Discuss ion

The fact that some of the factors were replicated in the

pupils data suggestgthat some of the differences of opinion between teachers

I

I

I

I

reflect basic dffferel~ces in values among the members of society.

The main applications of our results would seem to be that the

factors would be expected to be, useful in future research: Barker~Lunn and

others (see ltaven, 1973 for a review of further studies) have sllo~vn that teachers~"

concerns and attitudes seem to be nmch stronger determinants of educational outcomes

outside the areas measured in traditional examinations (and to some extent within

I

I

I

I

I

tl4ose areas) than the particular educational structures in which the teaching

is carried out. Mixed ability teaching ~ s._.ee has little effect; teachers who

favour mixed ability teaching get very different results from teachers who favour

streaming both when the teache=s concerned teach in the type of school they favour

and when they do not.

Knowing that teachers vary in these ways should enable

one to snswer questions concerning the effects that different types of teachers

have on different types of pupils. But, in carrying out such studies, it should

be borne in mind that Stern’s (1962) work suggests that tt{e effects that teachers

have are likely to be different depending on the pupils’ values; pupils seem to

work best with a teacher who shares their,,values and concerns,

Without this research what implications seem to follow

from the data to hand? One might suggest that, in selecting a school for their

childi~en parents ought to pay attention to teachers’ concerns in these terms -

for, as Barker-Luna’s work shows, they are bound to hffluence the outcomes for

their children. The same would apply when managerial bodies and headmasters

are selecting teachers for their schools, And the same might apply when the commu"

it}, as a whole is considering the range of educational programmes with known differ-

ences and consequences which ought to be set up. Conversely these groups of people
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might decide that there is little variance between teachers in their concern with

some values in terms of which they feel there ~ht to be variability within the

teaching profession. Steps could then be taken to attract a wider variety of

people, with concerns in other ~reas, into [he teaching profession.

}~elationshiR between Factor Scores and Satisfactio~t with the Educational System

We have .~ggested ~hat ~hese r~eastlres might be useful

in studies of the differential effects of differe~t types of teachers on their pupils.

Is there any evidence within this survey that the teachers scores on these factors

relate to other opinions or behavior/r?

We have already reported that the teachers’ views on

examinations were related to their factor scores. ,~nd [hrough the remainder

of our repo~xs we will be reporting on the reL’~tionship between the answers to the

qaestions asked of the teachers and their factor° scores.

We now tram to the question of whether there was a[w

relationship between the teachers’ factor scores and their patter~.l of satis-

faction with the performance of the educational system.

Only ~elected items were investigated.

Satisfaction with the educational system’s performance

in attaining al__ll the objectives investigated, except examination passes, was

markedly related to the amount of effort put into achieving the goals summarized

by 9~factor. We therefore txctve a s~tuation in which those who said they put

a lot of effort into achieving ~ of the sets of goals described by the factors

reported greater levels of satisfaction with al~l aspects of’the educational system.

It will be recalled .that a similar situation obtained in relation to the teachers’

views on examinations, (but, in£erest~ngly enough, not their satisfaction with

the extent to which the examination system a~ained it’s objectives), where all

the factor scores were positively related to thinking achievement of each of the

examination objectives important. However the response tendency here (if it is a

-/
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response tendency) is more marked than that found when dealing with examinations,

possibly because, in this case, the two columns were adjacent. It may therefore

be that we are picking up a reade:my to make e~reme responses when presented

with attitude scale items of this sort.

Yet this ca~mot be the entire explanation

because it ,:::ould still not be clear why someone who says he puts a lot

of effort into achieving objective A, and does not say he puts a lot of effort

into achieving objective B (an implication of the’ fact,. that, as can be seen

from the correlation matrices, many of the items correlate less than , 3

with each other), should nevertheless
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be more satisfied than those who do not put a lot of effort into achieving

A with the performance of the educational system in relation to objective B.

The explanation may arise from quite a different source. As we shaH see

later head teachers were much more likely than other teachers to get high

scores on every factor and, as we have seen, were also more likety to be

satisfied with the educational system’s performance in nea~:ly all respects.

Part of the explanation of the intercorrelations we have reported may there-

fore be that teachers with high scores on each factor are more likely to be

heads and heads are more likely to be satisfied with the educational system’s

performance on all counts.

Whatever the explanation of the genera[ tendency~it is

also tm~e that satisfaction with the performance of the educational system in

relation to each objective was much more closely related to some factors

than others.

Teachers who had high scores on the factor which measured

the effort they said they put into developing their pupils’ personality and

character were, in particular, more satisfied than teachers with low scores

on this factor with the educational system’ s ability to develop the pupils) own

opinions, to develop their personality and character, to help pupils think out

what they really want to achieve in life, make sure that they were confident

and at ease when dealing with others, ~d the extent to which it encouraged

pupils to be determined to make Ireland a better place in which to live.

Teachers who said they put a lot of effort into providing a prepar-

ation for home life were more likely than those who said they.put less effort into

achieving this goaI to be satisfied with what the educational system did to

develop personality and character, to develop the determination to make

Ireland a better place in which to live, and to help pupils think out what they

really wanted to achieve in life.

Teachers who said they put a lot of effort into providing a wide

¯ academic education were more satisfied than teachers who said they put less effort

into this ,~ith what the educational system did to develop personality and character,
and to make sure that pupils felt at home when dealing with others.

/
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Teachers who said they put a lot of effort into telling pupils about

different sorts of jobs and careers etc. were more likely to be

satisfied with what the educational system did to develop pupils’ personality

and character, to help pupils think up what they really wanted to

achieve in l ife~ and to teti pupils about different sorts of jobs and

careers.

Teachers who said they put a lot-of effort into making sure their

pupils developed the basic academic skills were more satisfied than

those who sa{d they put tittle effort into this with the educational system’s

performance in developing personality and character, in making

sure that pupils developed the determination to make Ireland a better

place in which to live, in the extent to which it helped pupils think

out what they really wanted to achieve in life, and in the extent to

which it made pupils aware of the prolonged struggle for I,’rish

freedom.

Teachers who said they put a lot of effort into developing Lmtion-

alism and religion were more satisfied with what the educational

system did to develop personality and character, to make pupils

determined to make Ireland a better place in which to liver to teach

pupils about the implications and responsibilities of marriage, to

help pupils think about what they really wanted to achieve in life,

and to help them develop opinions of their own.

"Teachers who were most concerned to devel.op e

scientific attit.-~de on the part of their pupils were most Satisfied

with the performance of the educational system insofar as it

developed the ability to formulate hypotheses cod reason logically,

and the extent to which it taught people about different sorts of jobs

and careers,
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DLf[erences between Religious a~ld Lay Teachers

One of the most interesting sets of analyses

we carried out concerned the differences between lay and religious teachers.

In. the course o[ cur repm£ so far wee have mentioned the differences between

heads and other teachers. The differences we are about to report to some

extent, not suz:prisingly, reflect so!~e of these differences since, to a considerable

extent, tlmugh by no means entirely, as we saw in Volume 1 head teachers and reli-

gious ~eachers are the same people. The same also applies to more experienced re:

chers. We have not a.~tempted to partiat out the independent effect of these variables

Yet the fact that. they overlap in personnel does not mean that it is not true

that heads as a group differ from oghers, or that religious do, or that more

experienced teachers do so.

_h~.joo-~anee attached to obiectives

Religious teachers were more likely than

lay teachers to thh.~k most of the objectives irnportstnt (table SA 4), In

particular they were more likely to stress the irnporLance of helping pupils

understand the implications and responsibtliiies of mar~’iage, providing a

thorough religious education, ensuring that pupils were aware of the prolonged

struggle for Irish freedom and determined to uphold the ideals which inspired

it, and making sure that pupils went out into the world determhmd to make

Ireland a better place in which ~o live.

--/
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Effort put into Achieving the Objectives

Before turning to the resalts relating to the distinctive

pattern in the objectives to which religious teachers devote most effort we

may note that we have throughout prefixed the results relating to Teachers’

ratings of the effort they put into achieving the various goals by the words "said

they". In doing this we do not mean to imply that we distrust the teachers con-

cerned: but this is the data we have and to imply tlmt we have objective evidence

of differences in behaviour might on occasi.on cause offence. Usually it would

be a mistake to discuss the data we do have on tile grounds that the teachers

concerned were "merely trying to give a good impression".    As we made

clear earlier it may well be true that certain sub-groups of teachers (such as

heads or religious teachers) may feel under greater" pressure than others to

depict themselves as living up to some idealised inzuge of the "good" teacher.

But this does not indicate that they are particularly prone to dishonesty, or that

our results are invalid, For the same factors which would cause these groups

to say that they try harder than other teacher’s to achieve various goals will

probably also operate in such a way as to result in these groups in fact trying

harder to reach these goals. We should, perhaps, also draw the cynic’s at±en-

tion to the fact that t~ to achieve a goal does not necessarily result in con-

spiciously successful movement toward it ; teachers may try hard to make their

lessons enjoyable without necessarily claiming to succeed, or even (if they feel

themselves bound by constraints which they feel unable to change) claiming to use

the teaching methods which would be most likely to succeed :
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As ca~u be seen from table A2 and A3 religious teachers

say they put more effort into achieving nearly all their goats than lay teachers.

In particular they say they put much more effort into providing a

thorough religious education, teaching pupils about right and wrong, en-

couraging pupils to have a scnse of duty to the community, helping pupils

to think out what they really wm~t to ~chieve in life, providing sex education,

helping pupils to get on with others, and helping pupils to understand the

implications and responsibilities of marriage. Lest these things be taken

to reflect poorly on lay teachers it may be worth pointing out that religious

teachers are more likely to be heads and, in addition, that the religious teachers’

role may be more explicitly defined to include these things. It may also be

pointed out that special roles have been created for lay teachers in this area

since the survey was carried out.

Although religious teachers said they. put more effort into these court

I

I

I

i

I

selling activities than did lay teachers, when pupils were asked whether they prefer-

red to discuss their problems with lay or religious teachers about a third of the

pupils said they did not mind, and an equal number said they preferred lay

and religious teachers. There was little variation in their replies with

school type, except that more pupils in Protestant schools said they did not

mind. It would seem that religious teachers~ greater efforts at counselling

do not seem to be particularly appreciated by the pupils.

Although lay teachers do not claim to devote more energy in

i

I

i
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absolute terms to them, making sure that pupils enjoy the lessons, and

helping pupils to write and speak easily, come higher up on the list of things

to which lay teachers, in comparison with’ religious, devote attention.

Factor Scores

As far as the factor scores were concerned religious teachers were

very much more likely that lay teachers to say they put a lot of effort into achieving

the goals making up the factors concerned with preparation for home life and

religious education and Nationalism.

I



Success with which obiectives were achieved

Religious teachers were more likely than lay

teachers feel that the current system

was successful in achieving nearly all its objectives but, in particular, they were

more likely to think the system successful in achieving the objectives listed

in the table below:

Table 6: Objectives Religious Teachers were More Likely than Lay Teachers
to think the Current Educational System attained Satisisfaetorily

Percentage saying objective at
least moderately well achieved
with more academic pupils

//

:Religious Lay Difference

tIelp them to understand the implications 44
and responsibilities of marriage

Provide the pupils with sex education in 43 "
the school

Help them to develop their characters and 66’
personalities

Encourage pupils to be independent and to 56
be able to stand on their own feet

Give them experience of taking responsibility 59

Help them to take an interest in and to 58
understand what isgoing on in the world now

Advise p~rents to give sex education to their 31
children

Give them information about the courses of 59
Further and Higher Education that are open
to them.

To ensure that they leave school confident, 44
willing and able to take initiative in
introducing changes.

Teach them about bringing up children, home 27
repairs, decorating and so on.

Tell them about dfffereht sorts of jobs and 53
careers so that they can decide what they’.
want to do.

Encourage them to have opinions of their own 59

ii 33

16 27

43 23

35 21

38 21

27 21

12 19

41 18

28 16

12 15

38 15

44 15
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It is of interest that while most of these differences also

emerged in the ratings made for the "] ess academic" pupils, the differences

were much smaller; the many differences that were smatler than those reposed

in this table~ but which also indicated greater levels of satisfaction among religious

teachers as far as more acadeh~ic pupils were concerned, disappeared completely in

the ratings made of the "less academic’~. {n other words, while religious

teachers are less happy about what they are doing for the less academic pupils,

lay teachers do not think that the present school system is better suited to one

group rather than the other.

Sun]n]arv

Religious teachers were more likely than lay teachers to con-

sider most of the objectives "very important", ~o say they put more effort into

achieving them, and to be more satis£ied with the result. They were, in

particular, more concerned with, and did more to achieve, the broader social

and moral objectives of education. These re~llts were not entirely explained

by the fact that more religious than lay teachers were heads, and it would seem

that many of these duties are either delegated to religious teachers or pre-empted

by them. The fact that religious teachers consider themselves to be more

concerned about these things did not appear to be particularly appreciated by

the pupils. Whereas lay teachers were as happy about w]mt they were doing

for the less as for the more academic pupils, re]igious teachers, although on

the whole happier about the prevailing situation, were less happy about the

adequacy of the educational programmes being offered the less academic.

Variation with Length of Teachin~.~erience

Impoi*tance of Objectives

Tsachers who had been teaching for a longer period of

time were more inclined tlmn those who had been teaching for a shorter period

to think more things important, tn particular they were more likely to stress

the importance of learning about the implications and responsibilities of marriage,
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having a thorough religious education, being aware of the struggle for Irish

freedom, making sure pupils passed external examinations, developing

determination to make ireland a better place in which to live, teaching pupils

about right and wrong, teaching puoils about bringing up chilch’en, and ensuring

that pupils felt at home with figures and numbers.

Effort put into achieving’ the goals..

Both in the factor s.cores and in the individual items making them up

the effort teachers said they devoted to religious education and developing nationalism

increased w~ith length of teaching experience, as did rated effort devoted to developing

independence, character and personality, confidence in dealing with people,

giving pupils experience of taking responsibility, developing a sense of duty

toward the community and providing" a preparation for the. world of work

through information about jobs and careers, and teaching pupils things which

would be of direct use to them in those jobs or careers.

Success with which obiectives are attained

Tead~ers who had been teaching longer were more l~ely

than those who had been teaching for shorter periods of time to say that education

was at least moderately successful in achieving most of its objectives and, in

particular, for the more academic pupils, to think that school was more successful

in developing independence, developing character and personality, helping them

to understand the implications and responsibilities of marriage, helping them

to get on with or.hers, .giving them experience of taking responsibflity,, helping

them to think out what they really want to achieve in life, developing a sense

of duty toward the community, and ~naking pupils aware of aspects of their

subjects not required for examination purposes~. . (See Table A4 ).
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Summary

More experienced teachers, who are also more likely

to be religious and heads, thought it more important to achieve objectives

in the character-developme nt and vocational development areas. They said they put

more effort into achieving these goals and were more satisfied with the outcomes.

Unlike heads and religious teachers they d,id not

consider all the objectives more important or say they did more to achieve them.

The impression they give is of being a more "down to earth" gToup than

others.

Sex Differences between Teachers

Importance

Women (table SA 4) were more likely than men to

attach great importance to most of the objectives, and in particular to attach

more importance to teaching pupils about bringing up children, home repairs,

decorating etc., to providing sex education directly and via parents, to

helping pupils understand the implications and responsibilities of marriage,

to provision of a thorough religious education, and to making sure that pupils

really enjoyed the lesson.

Effort

Women claimed to put more effort than men into teaching pupils

about bringing up children, home repairs, and decorating, into making, sure

that pupils were confident and at ease when dealing with people,, giving pupil s

experience of taking responsibility, teaching pupils about right and wrong

(one of the. differences between boys’ and gi~ls’ schools appearing on this item)

helping pupils get on with others (also more emphasised in girls’ schools)

providing a thorough religious education {again more emphasised in girls’

schools), and making sure the pupils really enjoyed the lesson.
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Differences between School Types

In Importance Attached to Objectives

Teachers in Protestant schools (table SA1) placed less.

emphasis on helping pupils to understand the implications and responsibilities ¯

of marriage, on provision of a thorough religious education, on making

sure that pupils were determined to make Ireland a better place in which to

live, on making sure that pupils were aware of the prolonged struggle for Irish

freedom and determined to uphold the ideals which inspired it, on making sure

that pupils pas~cd external examinations, and on teaching pupils things of direct

use in their jobs. They: placed more stress than didteachers in other schools

on running clubs and societies and on teaching pupils about a wide range of

cultures and philosophies so that their own could be seen to be only one of many.

Fewer of thos~ interviewed in Vocational schools than

of those interviewed in Catholic secondary schools thought it very important

to prSvide a thorough religious education. However the fact that chaplains

in vocational schools were not interviewed may provide part or all of the

explanation. In fact teachers in vocational schools do not attach much less

importance to this than the overall average for lay teachers. Teachers in

vocational schools plac.ed more emphasis on teaching pupils things of direct use

in their jobs than did teachers in Catholic secondary schools.

In effort put into Achieving Objectives

Teachers [n Protestant schools said they put more effort than

others into introducing pupils to new subjects (for both more and less academic

pupils), less effort into telling the pupils aboutdifferent sorts of jobs and careers,

and less effort into teaching pupils things which would be of direct use when

they started work.

"L
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Teachers in vocational schools claim to put more effort into

tellh~g pupils about different sorts of jobs and careers, less effort into

teaching them about the implications and responsibilities of marriage, much

less effort into religious education, (even less than the overall average for

lay teachers), and more effort into teaching pupils things that would be of

direct use to them when they started work.

Factor Scores

Teachers in Protestant schools were less likely than other teachers

to say they put a lot of effort into achieving the objectives making up

the cluster concerned with preparation for home life or to put effort into

achieving the goals making up the factor concerned with religious education

and Nationalism.

Conclusion

Vocational schools seem to be more vocationally

oriented than others, The atmosphere in ]Protestant schools seems to be

less religious and nationalistic, less vocational, and more whole-person

oriented than other schools.

Girls’ compared with Boys’ schools

,hnportance

Table SA2 shows that teachers in girls’ schools placed

more emphasis than teachers in boys’ schools (teachers in mixed schools

coming in bctween these two) on: helping pupils understand what’s going on

in the world, enabling pupils to take an interest in subjects other than those

studied for exams, advising parents to give sex education, helping pupils

understand the implications and responsibilities of marriage, helping pupils

to get on with others, making sure that pupils enjoyed the lessons, and

teaching pupils about bringing up children, home repairs, and decorating.

Urban/Rural Differences

There were few differences between urban and rural

schools. (Table SA2).
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Summary of Part 2

Teachers appeared to differ from one to another in

terms of seven basic variables which we have termed. Concern with

developing personality and character, concern with providing a preparation

for home life, concern wit.h providing a wide academic education and

developing a love of academic tffe, concern with vocational aspects of

education and vocational ~idance, concern with academic skills, concern

with religion and nationalism, and concern to develop a scientific attitude

on the part of their pupU.s.

These variables are relatively independent:

teachers can be very concerned with one of these things without being

particularly concerned about the others.

A teacher’s position in this framework depends on a

I

I

I

I

i

number of things including whether or not he holds a headship, whether

he is religious or lay, the length of time he has been teaching and whether

male or female.

Teacimrs who fail into different’cells in this framework

are satisfied with different aspects of the educational system at the present

time.

It was suggested that parents might select schools, and

schools select teachers, who would further their own aims in these terms.

Alternatively it might be felt that there should be variety within the teaching

profession in terms of other goals not represented in this list. In this case

a deliberate effort might have to be mad6 to import individuals with such

concerns into the teaching profession.

tteads, religious teachers, and more experienced

teachers differed from other teachers in many ways. Although these three

groups overlap, and although we do not at present know which of these variables

accounts for the variation, the patterns are s,affficiently different to make it
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clear that the differences do not simply reflect one underlying variable.

Head teachers attached .more iynportance to nearly all

the objectives, claimed to put more eff()ct h~to achieving’ them - and particularly into

achieving the more general eharacter-deveiopnmnt gogo[s ([nciuding vocai.ional

g~idance) and were more satisfied wi~b ttm educational system.

Retigious teachers behaved in much the same sort

of way except tb.af, whereas heads were distinguished from other teachers by the effort

¯ ._.a.a they put into vocattonM guidance this was not true of religious teachers :they < ~’

i.nstead one found them more concerned with moral devetopmem; at~d value

clarification. Although religious teachers were in general more satisfied than lay

teachers with the extent to which the educational system .... hteved the goals we

listed they differentiated more between the more and the tess academic pupils,

being less happy about what they were doing for the latter. Pupils, for their

part, did not seem to paz’tieularly appreciate relig,ious teachers’ efforts ia the

direc~t.ion of guidance and counselling.

More e.’cperienced taachers seemed to be a mL-cture

of religious teachers and heads: flmy sam ihey put more effort into the goats stressed by

both these groups, but added vocational preparation to the ’~.~+ ,._ .,.~; they were more concerned
i

to teach things that would be of va.lue in the home and tit work. It was not true in

their ease that they rated all the objectives more important than did other teachers.

Men differed from women Ln their concerns and

activities, and so did girls’ and boys.’ ~choolso

As might be expected Vocational schools turned .out

to be more voeationally oriented than others. Protestant schools seemed to be

Iess religious and nationalist, less w)cational, and more whole-person oriented

~han catholic seeonr’tary schools.
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Into iMBI i     il roll

TABLE A 1: Percentages of Teachers Saying Various Educational Objectives Were Very Important x Length of Time Teaehhlg and Whether Head or Other Teacher.

(Discussion P TO 7)

i.

3,

5,

6.

7,

8.

9.

i0.

Ii.

12,

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

2O.

21,

OBJECTIVE
TEACHING. EXPERIk~I CE

Mote Academic

3 but
Less than i0 or Less thantess than
.~ years I0 yea~s more years 3 years

Encourage pupils to be independent and to be able to stand on their own feet. 90

Help them to develop their ch~aeters and personalities. 89

Give lnformatioa about the courses of Further and tiigher Education that are
open to them. ,56

Ensure that all students can exp~es~ themselves clearly in writing. 80

Ensure that all pupils feel at home with fibres and number~ 38

Make sure that they are able to read and study on their own. 88

Ensure that all pupils can speak well and put what they want to ~ay into words easily. 86

Help them to think out what they really want to actieve in life. 77

Help them to take an interest in and to understand what is goh~g on in the world now. 71

Teach them about bringing up children, home repairs, decorating and so om 28

lu~oduce them to new subjects e.g. philosophy, socio!c~gy, archaeology ere, 16

Make sure they are confident and at ease in,. dealing with people. 81

Tell them about ~fferent sorts of jobs and careers so that they can decide what
they want to do~                                                            66

Enable them to develop an interest in subjects other than those s~udied f~ 68examination£

Advise parents to give sex educatioa to their chti&em 61

Provide the pupih with sex education in the school 39

Help them to understand the implications and responsibilities of marriage. 41

Encourage them to have opLnions of their own. 93

Give them experience of taking responsibility. 78

Teach them about what is right and wrong. 69

Make sure that they get an education that is so interesting, useful and enjoyable
that they will be l~een to continue thei~ formal educauou in adult ].lie, 77

92 93 90

92 96 93

63 77 -57

~8 8,5 ?!

39 50 38

92 93 78

86 92 85

81 85 77

69 82 63

30 40 34

15 24 14

71 76 69

’/4 82 75

62 qO 57

64 63 55

42 36 35

45 63 45

87 88 83

?9 85 80

78 B9 73

’/4 84 70

STATUS
Less Academic

3 but
I0 or

iess than
more years

I0 years

91 89

93 91

5’I 65

78 84_

43 53

83 88

81 84

65 ?3

34 46

15 22

~¢ 78

78 82

62 65

65 61

36 42

52 61

86 8q

82 83

82 ’92

q7 qS

More Academic

Head Other

Less Academi~

Head Other

93 92 88 91

96 93 91 92

76 66 54 60

85 81 84 7B

47 44 ~i 45

93 91 82 81

90 88 85 86

88 81 88 80

80 74 75 67

41 34 55 37

21 19 17 18

67 76 78 q5

78 76 89 78

75 65 68 61

60 64 65 60

45 38 52 36

66 51 67 53

88 89 88 86

88 80 84 81

92 80 91 83

79 79 81 75

Cnnrd.
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22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

OBJECTIVE

Teach them to be sceptical, that is to take li~le on trust.

Teach them about a v,-ide range of cultures and philosophies so that their own
can be seen to be one of many.

Ensure that they leave school intent ~ being masters of their de~duies.

.Help them to get on wkh other people.

Make sure they get a thorough religious educatloi,.

To ensure that they leave school confident, wilLblg and able to take the initiative
in introducing changes,

To make sure they go out in the world determined to make IreIand a bettor
place in which to live.

Ensure that they can formulate hypothe~s, ~ek evidence and reason logically.

Ensure that they are aware of the prolonged struggle for high freedom and are
determined to uphold the ideals which inspired it. Aspects of mbjeets.

Ensure that they !mow hm¢ to apply the facts and techniques they have 1earned
to new probiem~.

Ensure that they know how to apply the facts and ~ectmiques they have learned
to new pr’oblem~

Encourage them to have a sense of duty towards the communiW,

Help them to da as wel! as pessible ha external examinations like the
Intermediate, Group or Leav£ug Certificate~

Make sure that they really enjoy the-lesorL

Teach them things that will be of direct use to them when they start w~k
in their jobs ot careers.

Encourage them to have a good time.

Run clubs and societies (e. g. sports, hobbies, social and youth clubs) for
pupils out of school hours.

Help them to develop a eensldetate attitude towards other people.

Weighted Base ( = 100~) All Teachers

TEACHING f24?F~,/EN CE

More Academic Less Acaden~c

3 but 3 but
Less than 10 or Less than 10 or

less than less than
3 years 10 years mote years 3 years

10 years mote years

17 15 16 I0 13 15

37 36 42 26 38 41

58 52 63 45 53 63

76 q8 82 78 77 ~q4

55 74 87 54 ~I 83

69 65 77 62 64 65

67 73 31 59 6S 83

65 63 72 59 61 63

67 G2 73 52 61 65

33 30 54 28 32 48

75. 75 77 78 73 79

86 8? 94 84 86 96

6& 61 76 60 68 72

q9 72 77 77 74 77

47 42 56 50 57 56

18 14 I0 17 17 14

56 42 50 45 49 48

79 86 92 76 84 90

114 214 276 114 200 244

-STATUS

More Academic Less Academic

Head Other Head Other

16 15" 16 i3

38 39 39 57

66 5’7 64 54-

85 78 85 ",q-;

90 q4 85 ",’I

83 70 72 t-4

80 ~5 82 ~I

7G 66 64 ~.3 ]

72 67 58 ;H.

52 40 68 ~ ,:.~

74 76 76 77

96 89 95 ~9

76 67 77 ~7

q3 76 q5 78

57 48 57 :~5

13 13 13 .t~3

53 48 44 .~; 9

92 87 92 84

75 528 "/I 487



Percentage of Religimts teachers who tried very hard to achieve each objective in their own lessons with
the mere academic pupils.

(Discussion P TO 82)

OBJECTIVE PERCENTAGE

I

I

I

l

I

I

I

l

I

i

I

I

I

i

I

I

}
t 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6,

7.

8,

9.

,0.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

1,9.

20.

21.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

’32.

a3.

34,

3g.

36.

3’/.

38.

39.

Encourage them to have a sense of duty towards the community. 84

Make sue they get a thorough religious education. 82

Teach them about what is right and wrong. 82

ttelp them to develop a considerate attitude towards other people. 81

Help them to do as well as possible in external examinations like the Intermediate, Group
or Leaving Certificates. 76

Encourage them to have opinions of their own. 69

Help them to get on with other people. 67

Make ,~ue that they are able to read and study on thek own, 66

Help them to develop their characters and personalities, 66

Ensure that all students can express theme, Ires clearly in writing. 64

Make sure that they really enjoy the lesson. 64

Ensure that all pupils can speak well and put what they want ot say into words easily. 63

Encourage pupils to be independent and to be able to stand on their own feet. 61

Help them to think ~t what they really want to achieve in life. 58

Give them experience of taking responsibility. ,58

Ensure that they are aware of aspects of your subject which they do not have to know for the
examinations. 53

Make sure that they get an education that is so interesting, usefld and enjoyaMe that they
50will be keen to continue their formal education in adult life.

To make sure they go ont in the world determined to make keland a better place in which
to live. 47

To ensure that they leave school confident, willing and able to take the initiative in
introducing cha~ges. ’ 48

Help them to take an interest in and to understand what is going on tn the world now. 42

Make sure they are confident and at ea~ in dealing with people. 41

Tell them about different sorts of jobs and caree~s so that they can decide what they want to do. 40

Help them to understand the implications and responsibilities of marriage. 40

Ensure that they can formulate hypotbeses, seek evidence and tea.~.on logically. 40

Ensure that they leave school intent on being masters of their destinies. 38

Ensure that they know how to apply the facts and techniques they have learned to new problems. 38

Enable them to develop an interest in subjects other than those studied for examinations, 3,5

Ensure that aI1 pupils feel at home with figures and numbers. 34

Ensure that they are aware of the prolonged struggle for Irish freedom and ,are determined to
32uphold the ideals which inspired it.

Give them information about the courses of Further and Higher Education that axe open to’them. 82

Teach them things that will be of direct use to them when they start work in their jobs or careet~, 31

Provide the pupils with ~ex educati~m h~ the school. 30

Run clubs and societies (e. g. sports, hobbies, social ztrld youth clubs) for pupils out of school
26hours,

Advise parents to give ~x education to their children. 23

Teach them about a wide range of cultures and philosophies so that their own can be seen to be
oee of many, 18

Teach them about bringing up children, home repairs, decorating and so on, 17

Teach them to be sceptical, that is to take little on trust. 13

Encourage them to have a good time. 6

Introduoe them to new subjects e, g. philosophy, sociology, archaeology etc. fi

Weighted ba~,e: (~ 100% ) 173
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Percentage of Lay ’reachers who tried very hard to achieve each
more academic pupils.

,.~ ~)(Discussion P TO o9

objective in their o~v,’n lessons with the

OBJECTIVE PERCENTAGE

I

l

I

I

I

I

i

I

I

1,

1

3.

4,

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

i2.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

¯ 21.

I-!elo them to do as well as possible in external examinations like the Intermediate, Group
or Leaving Certtficate~ 76

Make rare that they .~eally enjc)y tile lesson. 62

Help them to develop a considerate attitude towards other people, 60

Encourage them to have 0pinions of their o~au 59

Make sure that they are able to read and study on their own, 58

Ensure that a!l students ,,:an express ~hemselves cleaz!y ia writing. 56

Ensure that all p:.~pils can speak well and put what they want to say into words easily. 54

Encourage them to have a sense of duty towards the community. 54

~aacourage pupils to be h~dependent and to be able to stand on their own feet. 53

Help theln to devehyp their charac.*.ers ,and personalkie~ 52

Teach them about what is right and wrong. 52

Faasure that they are awae of aspects of your subject which they do not have to know for the
examinatiaaa 50

Make sure that they get an education that is so interesting, useful and enjoyable that they will
45be keen to continue their formal education in a&dt life.

Give them experience of taking respo~sibility. 43

Ensure that they know how to apply the facts and techniques they have learned to new problems. 41

Help them to get on with other people. 41

Ensure that they can formulate hyp~heses, seek evidence and reason logically.. 37

Help them to take an interest in and to under~and what is going on in the world now, 3’7

Make ~Jre they are confident and at ease in dealing with people, 36

To make sure they go out in the world determined to make Ireland a better place in which
to live. 34

Help them to think out what they really want to achieve in life, 30

Teach them things ~hat will., be of direct u,~e to them when they start work m their own jobs or career.,. 28

23.

24.

25.

26.

28.

29.

a~

3!.

3~

33.

.... 34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

89.

lhlsure that all pupils feel at home with figures and numbers. 28

Make sure they get a thorough religiou~ education. 27

Give them information about the courses of Further and Higher Education that are open to them. 27

Tell them about different sorts of jobs and careers so that they can decide what they want to do~ 2’/

Ensure that the leave school intent on being masters of their destinies. 24

Enable them to develop an interest in subjects other than those s~tudiedfor examinations 25

b~asum tharthe}, are aware of the prolonged struggle for k’;.sh freedom and are determined ’to 21upnolcl tt~e iaea~s Which inspired it.

Run clubs and societies (e. g, sports, hobbies, social and youth clubs) for pupils out ’of school 18hour~

Teacla them about a wide range of cultt|res and piailosopbdes so that thei., o~ can be seen to !6be one of many.

Teach them to be sceptical, that is to take ~ttle can trust. 10

Teach them about bringing up children, home repairs, decorating and so on. 9

Encourage them to have a good time, 8

To ensure that they leave school confident, willing and able to take the initiative in introducing 28
..~aage,.

Help them to understand the implications and responsibilities of marriage~ 7

Advise parents to give sex education to their children. 7

Introduce them to new subjeetz, e. g. philosophy, sociology, archaeology etc. 6

Pro~de the pupils with sex education in the school. 5



TABLE A4: Percentages of Teachea-~ Saying that Education is Very Succe~sf-aI or M-oderatety Successful i’! AcMevtng Various Objectives wifi~ the "More Academic" pupils by Status and P~perfenee of Te.ac!

¯ (Discussion P TO 44-}e, 1. " .’-~
- , ¯ -, , . r .....

d.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

0.

i.

2.

4.

5.

.1~.

2.

!0.

OBJECTIVE

Length of Time Teaching

Encourage. pupils to be indon-’;ldent.,.- and to be ~:.,le r~,. stand on their o~m fee,..

Hehp lhelai to develop rheix ¢i~azacters and p_rsot;a~*tl,a.

Give them information about the courses of Furthe~ and Higher Education
thet arc open to then’.

3 but
t0 or Head

OtherAll
Religious Lay’

Leas r_hem less than
more years TeacherTe.acher’a 3 years .lQ.g.e,a rs

40 56 35 2q 34 82 64 37

49 66 ,i3 35 46 58 7i 46

47 59 4!. 37 (~ 53 65 ,~:

En~.t:;e. tha.ra,~ students can expzess themmives clearly ixt writing,

Ensure that all p;~pils feel at home with figures and numbers.

,,.:a,e’" " sure that *d:ey are able to read and stud;,’ on their own.

l:asurc d~;,.t nil pupils can s!)e.ai~ well at~d put,,’.’x’a’,,., --.w’l’"" ’,,’ant eo say into words
easi!5,,

Help them tu fi~.inI,: out what they .really "~qant ro acMeve iv. " r~,

Help thei~l ~o take an imeres~ in a,’td t.o understand ",.,’l.,a~ is gNng on it, the
wotla now.

Teach them about bringing up children, home repairs, decorating and so oI~

introduce them to new subjects e. g. philomphy, sociology, archaeology etc,

Make a, re they are confiden,~ and at ease hl deaiing with people.

Tell r.hem about different so~ts of jobs and careers so that they can decide
what they want to do.

Enable flmm to develop an interest in mbjac~s other ~an flmse studied
for examinations.

Advise parents to give sex education to their ehil’&e:a

~bvide the pupils with sex education in the school

Help them to understated fi’m implications and responsi~lities of marriage,

E~courage fllem to have opinions of their own.

Give fl~em experience of raking responsibility, .

Teach them about what is right and wrong.

Make sure that they get an education that is m interesting, usefi~l and enjoyable
tha~ they will be keen to continue their formal education in adult life.

52 50 53 52 49 54 49 52

53 55 g3 6g 44 54 5i 53

41 49 38 3~, 39 46 48 40

.~0 ,t2 40 42 40 41 39 40

33 4.3 30 25 :~ 41 38 32

43 58 37 33 4Z 4.3 52 41

!6 2’7 12 9 16 20 22 16

ll 16 9 ""~ q 14 13 11

36 .,!-3 ~S ’2J 32 42 -12 35

42 53 38 34 39 49 62 39

21 30 18 14 16 29 35 19

lq 31 12 II 14 2’2 18 17

24 4,3 18 14 22 28 38 21

21 44 II 7 16 30 37 19

48 59 44 45 45 52 5~ 46

43 59 38 34 39 52 58 41

6t 68 58 51 59 66 69 60

38 41 31 27 .28 41 41 32

Contd.
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TABLE A4: Contd.

Lengfl~ of Time Teaching

3 but
0 B] E C TI V E All     Reti~oa~

Lay
L~s than less than

Teachers 3 yea~    i0 }~ears

10 o~’      Read

more years Teacher

~2. Teach them to be sceptical, that is to take ~ttte on uusr. 12 21 16 17 13 21

za. ’reach tlJe;:,~ about a wide r;~’lgc of cultures and pi~ilosophies so thal their own 18 27 15 II 15 94
Can he ~ee[~ ~o bo Ofle OI ~any+

Z4. En.,:u:e that I~ley leave school i~:ient en being masters of their des~inie& ’24 ,%4 21 t8 ’31 31

2g, i lcip them to go: on witi: other people. 50 60 46 40 4,~ 68

20, ?,’lake rare they ge~ a ffiorough re kigious cduca~ioIL, 53 62 ,50 S0 SS 55

t ~,.,e file ~ 28 ...2% To ensure tha.r they leave school - ~ " ..... willing mud able ~o ~’"~.o~:llae,,~, 89 26 <t.x 41
ini[[ati’¢e m ii~[oducing eh.~agc%

,o _:,..,c ou._ ,~,e.v ’~o our. in , ~ world determined to n]a!,,c T- ~ a ~:e,,,,~ better 20 38 26 2[; 24 3(5
place in which’u~’livc.

29, ~n~u~e ~hat they can formuia[c hypoLheses, seek evidence and reason SO 38 27 27 29 34
iegical!y.

30, Ensure that they we aw,,re .of d,e p’ohm[-~d str.u~ie for Irish freedom and a~c 36 ;-’4. $9¯ 7 ",.,.~’..,, :~ t: ".-.:,°7 _.: ,,~.. 3C 38 35deteri’.,:ined to up’ u~.u Lt,e ~ue,~ls gP~lu~l lP~bpl.veCl I~..

;l. En,’ure ......,hat .tb~’.w ’-~re aware of..as~ects~ of        ,vou~ subject which daey do not have 33 39 31 25 :.,0 41Io know ior tlze examinatlon% " "

"~ " " ~c- how to a~:ply the facts and :eclm;.ques ’they haveEn.,::re that . ~e~ , ,. ~
learned ~o new proMems. 35 38 34 87 29 40

53. " " "£" , . ,. _~neodr,~<~ them to have a sense of duty towards tl~e com muniv<, a.~ 55 .~.8 3~2 43 52

3,;. Help them to do a5 wall as c, ossi):.le in e>:ternai examinations tike the
Ifitcrn-ediate, Grcu’~ or Leaving Ce:tificates. 8.3 81 83 8<9 ~ 33

:>5, Make sure that they ~eaily enjoy t!;e lesson, 4! 47 40 34 37 48

3G Teach 8~em things flmr wi].i be of direct use to them when rhcv :,reel work
in their jobs or careers. " 83 34 3-~ 27 30 30

3% Fneourage them to have a good time. 16 15 ig 15 16 ].7

37. Rnn~ c!ubs...and societies. ~ (e.:, ~" sgores hobbies, social and vou~h club.O z5 29 ~ 23. 2’~ ~’:’9,
zO~ ~I.IF1]S OU~ Of aC~IOOx ,]OIlfS.

89. Help them to develop a considerate attitude towards other people, 42 49 40 35 40 46

Weighted Base ( = 10095) All Teac~hers answering for "more academic" pupils 612 173 422 t14 "14 2’h;

Other

16

21

39

59

48

40

87

44

38

k;O

85

45

2 Z

38

4-q

75

i8

lq

23

48

52

30

2’3

30

35

31

34

43

82

40

31

15

23

41

528
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TABLE A5 : Percentag~ of Teachers Saying zhat Education is Very Successful or Moderately Successful in Achieving .Various Objec~ves with the "Less Academic" pupils by Status and Experience of let.

Discussion P TO 40.

OBI£CTIVE

Religious Lay

Leng~ of ,TL~le Teac!ang

Less th~} ;3 bu~ ~ 10 or
less man

3 years ~.ym~a__ .more years

)-lead
OtherTeaehe~

1.

3.

5.

"L

8,

?.

lO.

II,

12,

]:L

14.

l,q.

16.

19.

18,

20,

Fa-wourage pupii~ to be indepene, ent and re be able :o stand on their own feet.

He!p them ’to develop :heir cba~:ac:ers and F,;’.r~m~licie.s.

t3iv~; them info:r,mtic..n aboat the c~;urses of F~:rd.’er ar-d Higher E~ucation
Ii~:ff ~re opei~ to ~t, em.

Fn.q!re that all students ca:~ e~l:,:-ass t’iemsclves cP.’.~rly i~t writing.

.Enrure that all pu/:ils feeJ a¢ hen. ;vl~:[a figures and numbei~

l~a~-:c’ Sti~ that [)icy ar~ 4bi~: to rea,J gild S~UGy On ihdi~ O\qll.

}~i~!~re that ail pupils can spe~:k well a~d put wt:a{ they want to say laD3 Wolds
easily.

Help tbe.m 10 thk~i.: cut what They really want ~o .".cD.e.ve m !" L-:.

Help rhc:m to rake an jn~eres: ~n alid ~o m2der.s~ar~d wDa~ is going on in ~he
V;OI’] d ~ 01~r.

Teach :hem about b:ingii;g up cl~ildren, hon-;e re~)air=, decoradr~g and ~e on,

~.rroduce then~ to new snbj~ct~ e~ g. philosopb)’, sociology, ~-zrchaeology etc.

Mat:e sure:tbey a~e. coal!dent and az ease/n dealing with people.

’Fell there; abet:..-, dlf/erem SOFTS of jobs ard careers so ~hat ti~,ey can decide
what they v,’a;;t to d<

Erable them to develop an inter~t in mbjecta ~,zt:er than those srudle.d
for exa rniaatic, n ~.

Advise paren.~s to gi~e sex education to their cMld~en.

Provide the pupils t.#ith ~ex educago, l i,a the schooL

ilelp them w understand the implications and respc~;sibHit!es of marriage,

>~couragc them ~o have opinions of their own.

Give them eai.’.erieuce of taMng responsibility.

Teach them about what is right gad wrong.

Make ere the, they g.~t an e&~catioa that is so interesting, psefid ar, d enjoyable
that they will be i;e.en to continue "heir formaI education in aduk life,

4.3 54 39 87 36 52 64 40

45 55 42 45 . 40 50 58 43

,~ 52- 39 40 39 48 49 42

55 58 58 57 50 60 60 55

53 50 54 43 48 58 55 52

48 45 43 41 44 -14 .!.6 "43

42 "~. 41 44 41 4’2 48 41

3’7 4’2 83 81 ~,3 47 bO 34

46 48 45 36 42 53 51 45

iS’, 28 1’7 16 IS -~ f,!,’) L7

13 9 16 .,~ = a, ]A’; ?0 12

,,o 4~ 85 34 3"2ov . 46 51 3’,r

,t-5 4? 44 42 38 ,5-I 86) 42

25 2q 24 20 20 3I. 31 ’,~

17 2"l 13 3.4 12 22 28 15

25 40 20 26 24 2’/ 41 23

21 40 14 i 5 17 28 34 19

49 54 4’t 45 45 54 58 48

45 46 45 46 42 48 56 43

63 88 62 59 6-"1¯ 68 73 62

31 35 80 26 2’~ 38 4? 29

Contck



TABLE AS. ConVd.

OBJECTIVE

Length of Time Toaching
3 but

All Less than 10 or     Head

Teachers Religious Lay
3 yearn

less than¯
i0 yea~s more years Teacher

Other

22.

oS.

26.

27.

28.

7.9.

30.

.’31.

33,

34.

25.

3G

FT.

38.

39.

Teach them to be sceptical, that is t.o take little on trust.

Teach them about a wide range of cuI~res and philosophies so that their own
can be seen to be one of many.

En~ure d~at they leave school intent on being rna~crs of their de.stinies.

He]p them re get on ruth other people.

Ma]~e sine they get ~, ~oro~Gh religious education.

To ea.~urc that they leave, schooI confident, willing and able to take the
initiative in introducing ebange~

To make sure they ~o out in the ~¢odd determined to make keland a bert.or
pmce 111 wlnefl to live,.

~]s:;re That they can formulate hypotheses. ~e.ek evidence and reaso:~
logically.

En~u:e tha~ they are aw:[re of the prolonged s~uggl~ for ~ish fre.edom and are
determined to uphold the ideals whic~ inspirgaiL

Ensure that they are aware of aspects of your subject which they do not have
¯ to know for d~e examinations.

Ensuze that H.’ey lmow how to apply the facts and technL.7~:e.s r’,’.le)" have
teamed to new probten;a

Encourage them to have a senge of duty towards the eomn.unity.

Help them to doa~ well a~ pesuble in external examin:~dons l:ke r.he
Intermediate, Group or Lhav’mg Certificates.

Make sure that they reMly enjoy the Iesse~

Teach then] things that will be of ,Jlrec~ use to tP, em when 1hey star~ work
in their jobs or careers.

~courage them to have a good time.

Run ebbs and societies (e. R. sports, hobbies, social and youth clubs)
for pupils out of school hSurs.

Help them to develop a considerate attitude towards ofl~er people.

Weighted Base ( = 100-%) All Teachers answering for "leas academic" pupiI~

18 19 Iv 18 14 21 83 16

18 iq 19 22 13 21 24 18

24 29 22 18 21 20 39 22

52 58 50 51 48 86 68 50

59 63 5~ 55 56 68 74 56

34 34 33 32 28 39 49 31

80 38 28 26 24 36 39 29

31 2~ 32 35 27 32 38 3C

3~ 3~ 37 3~ 33 40 42 36

36 3q 36 33 27 4.6 51 34

40 34 42 38 37 43 49 38

50 53 49 48 44 5? C3- 48

80 78 81 ~2 81 78 82 80

44 45 44 40 38 51 49 43

34 35 34 2~ Sl 40 45 32

21 ~ ~ 21 21 P~ 28 20

29 30 28 2~ 25 33 37 27

47 48 46 45 48 43 60 45

562 149 406 114 200 ~ ’i1 48~
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TABLE A, 6.

T.O. 93

Teachers Factor Scores by Whether Head and Length of Time Teaching.

(Discussion Part II ).

.qra[us

SCORE
Head Other

Length of Time Teaching

3 but
Less than less than 10 years

.3 years !0 years or more

II

I

I

I

I

II

II
l

I

II

I

I

,.’ffort put into developing persortality.

and character.

Effort put into providing a preparation

fo~ home Hfe.

Effort put into providing a wide academic

education.

Effort put into providing a preparation

for tile world of work.

Effort put into developing basic academic

~kills.

Effort put into developir,g Irish

Nationalism.

Effort put into developing a scientific

attitude.

’Weighted Base ( = 100%)

High 52 2[;

~4, o ~ Medium ’)9 .3-?

Low Medium ll 25

Lo.v 1 12

High 56 20

Me di u m 24 31

Low 11 41

High 46 3q

Medium 33 ’~ ’~

Low !.3 28

High 53 25

Medium 33 39

Low 6 d2

High 63 54

Medmm 20 25

Low ii 19

High g5 2,3

Medium 27 ~-’., i

Low 2 oo,.~

High 35 22

Medium 31 30

Low ’.2’7 44

146 1,015

!9 25 37

38 aJ. 32

24 2q 19

14 13 7

13 23 31

32 30 29

47 40 32

38 35 42

32 33 33

29 30 21

20 25 36

43 38 37

33 34 ~

&3 53 59

28 26 22

19 19 16

15 23 45

44 43 34

3’8 30 i?

20 22 28

.,o 30 29

42 45 38

228 414 520

t
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Benefits Teachers /’     ~ oThoughi" Pupii_.,’vno L~t Be~er~ Leaving Certificate Deri~ .J From Having
Studied Their Subiect:~/Main Suo’ecf Taught ,,

(Discussion PTO 51) ....-:;.....
Main Subiect Taught

Nane/Few benefits

Personal Development-cognitive

Personal Development-non cognitive

Prcpcrction for Life

Genera! Knowledge

irish Tradition

Future Interests .~

~}:ys]cal environment

Weighted Base (=1Q0%)

(Teachers who completed Form Y) ,

Irish
;%

12

5

8

10

0

65

2

0

5O

English French Latin Maths
"% % ’% %

0 6 11 6

26 .0 25 50

80 68 60 5

33. 30 11 37

4 3 4 2

0 0 0 0

2 23 0 5

0 0 0 2

47 29 28 65

Science
%

0

27

9

32

11

0

9

47

i8

Geography HTstory
.%        %

0 4

5 24

42 36

10" 0

30 28

5 2O

0 4

26 0

20 25

Commerce
.%

0

0

0
IO0

I4

0

0

0

14

Home Econom;c s
.%

0

0

0

90

0

0

0

0

19

Woodwork
.%

0

7

21

93

0

0

0

0

14

.-
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P

~ ~ °
Benefits Teachers Thought Pup;!s Who i.eft BeFore re,armed;ate Or Group CertiFicate Derived From

~’ ¯    ,._~ L -

¯
Having Si’udied Their .,ub ec~ ~y Mmn Sub!eat Taught

(Discussion PTO 51)

Main Subiect Taught

None/Few benefits

Personal Development-cognitive

Personal Development-non cognitive

Preparation for "" Llre

.Genera[ Knowl edge

Irish Tradition

Future Interests

Physical Environment

Weighted base (=I00%)

(Teachers who completed Form Y) r

Irish
%

22

3

10

6

0

59

2

0

50

English French Latin ’ Maths Science
"% , % .’.% ~% , L%

11 37 47 ~2 16

4 0 11 24 16

43 31 33 3 9

39 3 4 " 34 12

2 0 4 2 9

0 0 0 0 0

2 21 0 3 5

0 0 0 3 30

47 29 28 65 18

Geogr.:phy History Commerce
;’,% ;" ;% : %

13 44 14

o 8 ,Q
24. 20 o
10 0 86

20 4 7

5 24 0

0 0 0

18 0 0

20 25 14

v,

Home Economics Woodwork
:.% .%

5 15

0 7

0 0

84 70

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

19 14
¯°
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